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Now is an ideal time to carry out essential pool
maintenance involving the structure, tiling and pipe
work etc. For Expert advice see page 10

Mandy´s MiniMarket
5a Carratera las fuentes, Alcossebre
NEXT DOOR TO ALBERT VILLAS

NEW STOCK IN NOW
Easter Eggs &
Chocolate goodies.

Easter Cards
Hot cross buns
Microwavable pukka pies!!
Lamb Shanks
We don’t shut
for Lunch

All at competative prices!

OPEN Mon – Fri 9.30 – 6.00pm
Sat 9.30am – 3,00pm TEL 964 412 603

For the best prices
Concrete Paving
Slabs
Now is the time
to buy
Tel 692759276
Tel 692751488
Delivery Tarragona
& Castellon
Alcossebre

NORTH EDITION APRIL 2011
Advice for British residents in Spain.
Passports to Padrons See page 19

Royals meet British volunteers in Spain
CHARLES and Camilla visited Spain last
week for the first time as a couple, where
they were taken on a tour of Sevilla and
met with the president and the Royal
family.
The Prince of Wales and the Duchess of
Cornwall were in Spain as part of a 10day tour which includes Morocco and
Portugal, in a bid to strengthen military
and trade connections between these
countries and the UK, concentrating on
encouraging ‘green’ energy projects and
supporting young businesspeople.
They met with Prince Felipe and Princess
Letizia of Asturias at the El Pardo palace,
before the couple threw a huge dinnerdance at the Royal Palace in Madrid for
Charles and Camilla that evening.
Charles met with a number of large companies and also the British Embassy on
his second day in Spain, and took lunch
with King Juan Carlos and Queen Sofía,
plus the Prince and Princess of Asturias,
in the Zarzuela Palace.
The Prince of Wales and the Duchess of
Cornwall also spent time in Sevilla and
Granada, visiting some of their major historical attractions.
They also met with Spain’s president,
José Luis Rodríguez Zapatero, where
they discussed issues such as the global
economic crisis and the aftermath of the
tragedies in Japan, as well as the disturbances in North Africa.
Given that Prince Felipe pointedly mentioned the future of the British colony
of Gibraltar during dinner, the president
and the Prince of Wales acknowledged
the need to carry on working on out-

Royals meet British volunteers in Spain March 30th 2011
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standing matters concerning the sovereignty of the Rock.
Zapatero, who commented on the ‘excellent’ relationship between Spain and the
UK, praised Charles for his work relating
to the environment and conservation.
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CARBOOT SALE
HORSE RACING NIGHT
Ladies Day
(PRIZES FOR BEST HAT CREATIONS)

Thurs April 21st
ONLY 8 €UROS, INCLUDES FRESHLY CUT
SANDWICHES AND BITES - ALL RACE TOKENS

SUPERB PRIZES MENU FOR 2 AT EL CORDERO D’ORO,
MENU FOR 2 AT JJ’S BOTTLES OF SPIRITS, SHERRIES, WINE MORE THAN HALF
THE ENTRANTS WILL RECEIVE A PRIZE INCLUDES A DONATION TO CHARITY

HOSTED BY DAVID AND ALISON

DON’T MISS IT, LAST TIME IT WAS SOLD OUT
FIRST RACE 7.30PM - SEE MIKE OR DAVE AT THE FLAMINGO

OR CALL MIKE ON 964414152 OR 696521488
OR DAVID ON 964414256
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MERCDILLO

Every Sunday
Afternoon.
1pm until dark

At Mora
Caravans

Furniture
Fridges
Cookers
Cafe on Site
Pictures
Frozen & Fresh Food
Pots & Pans
Free Parking
You name it
we get it

Stalls 2
Euros!

Tel Ken or Bev
977400375
659418317 - 660584222

Mora Caravans C12,
km 61 Mora La Nova to
Ginestar road

ANUNCIO LLAMA 618329511
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Travel with your pets with Petflights.com
from Netflights.com
Following increasing demand from customers, leading online travel website
Netflights.com has announced that they
are to expand their services and take a
walk on the wild side by arranging pet
friendly flights through new venture Petflights.com. The animal friendly flights
will initially operate on a number of popular short haul routes within the Eurozone
and Petflights.com will even assist with
arranging EU Pet Passports for four legged travellers.
A Netflights.com spokesperson said:
“Having received an increasing number
of enquiries from our customers as to
whether they could take their pets on
holiday with them, we realised there
was an opportunity for a travel company
willing to make the effort. With the cost
of kennelling pets during peak holiday
periods on the increase, we believe the
Petflights.com service is a cost effective
alternative for animal lovers.
Netflights.com have worked with a
number of participating airlines to ensure
Petflights.com animal customers will fly
‘in the lap of luxury’ benefiting from exclusive meals designed and prepared
by specialist chefs, their own seat next
to their owners and impressive in-flight
entertainment options. On board movies
such as Lady and the Tramp, Cats and
Dogs and The Aristocats will be shown,
while pet play areas are available for
those furry friends who like to socialise.
Different cabins are to be used to separate different types of pet, allowing all
animals to enjoy the beginning of their
holiday. Nervous flyers will be comforted

by close proximity to their owner, while
the more adventurous may decide to try
‘pet yoga’, the pet gym or even some pet
cocktails, served in luxury Petflights.com
designed bowls.
To launch the innovative new service,
Petflights.com has announced a special
introductory offer for those who book today, April 1st, by using the discount code:
‘Apr1lf001’.
http://www.netflights.com/flights/
flights-special-offers/petflights-service.
aspx

CONCERN OVER EUROPEAN WAVE THREAT
Fifty highly trained European inspectors will be
visiting the coastline of
the Costa Blanca and Costa Azahar this month in an
attempt to introduce the
European Union standard wave size in our seas.
They will be equipped with
measuring sticks to check
the difference in size between waves so that a
formal standard can be
agreed by the European
Parliament.
As well as their sticks they
will have an electronic
back - Micro-Wave machine and the traditional
British scouting song “Riding along on the crest of
a wave” has been translated into every European

language for the inspectors begin their work after High Tide in Castellon
each day.
Senior Inspector Mr. Olof
Lipra says that since the
EU has regulations about
the shape and size of bananas it is even more vital
to have a series of rules
about the waves. A special
radio station has been set
up to report on progress
and will broadcast on the
Medium Wave.
The inspectors should be
easily identified as they
have all been issued with
swimming costumes with
the European flag pattern
on them.
Reaction from other European countries has been

mixed. The British say they
look forward to a ruling on
wave sizes and will seek
to implement the rules in
Britain - regardless of any
costs involved. The French
say they will look at the
results although it is likely
they will be ignored thereafter. The Italian Prime
Minister says he is fascinated by the curve of the
waves as it reminds his
of the beautiful curves he
sees in his private parties
with young women. The
Greek government says it
will wave goodbye to this
particular EU regulation.
Watch out for the results
of this inspection which
will be published in our
May edition.
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Self-test
health kits
examined
Lack of clear information
could lead to self-test
health kits causing false
alarms or false reassurance, says Which?
The consumer champion
bought six widely available self-test kits* for
complaints from prostate cancer to stomach
ulcers. Health experts**
assessed the accuracy of
the information provided
and ease of use, while
members of the public
were asked about the information from their perspective***.
The results were hit and
miss; in particular some
consumers said the prostate test results could
have led to them not
seeking medical help.
In most cases doctors
would have to carry out
their own tests to confirm
a diagnosis anyway, so
people may be better off
going straight to their GP.
Problems identified with
the self-test kits included:
Gaps in the information
provided – some tests
failed to mention factors
that could affect the results and cause unnecessary worry. The Boots
blood glucose test, marketed as helping ‘in the
early detection of diabetes’, doesn’t point out
that glucose levels can
be raised after a meal.
Difficulty of use – the
Boots bowel test kit gave
no guidance on collecting
a sample.
Baffling language – ex-

perts and consumers
alike were left puzzled
over the instruction to
draw blood from the ‘hillside’ of the finger; other
terms likely to cause
confusion included ‘separation
membranes’,
‘desiccant’ and ‘in-vitro
diagnostic device’.
False alarms or false reassurance – the Selfcheck
Health Test tests for an
antigen (PSA) linked to
prostate problems including prostate cancer. The
information fails to point
out that factors such as
recent sexual activity, a
urine infection, or even
vigorous exercise, can
raise PSA levels.
Misleading naming – our
experts thought the Simplicity Stomach Ulcer
Screening Test was misleadingly named. It tests
for a particular bacteria,
but only a minority of people with that bacteria are
likely to develop a stomach ulcer. Experts found
the company’s website
‘unduly alarming’.
Which? chief executive,
Peter Vicary-Smith, says:
“Self-test health kits
could be a useful tool,
but the lack of clear information about how to
use them could do more
harm than good.
“As your GP may well have
to carry out their own
tests to confirm a positive
diagnosis anyway, you
may be better off saving
your money and going
straight to your GP.”
Which? will be contributing to the European
review of self-testing devices. Together with the
Plain English Campaign,
it will be passing these
findings to the Medicines
and Healthcare Regulatory Products Agency

Display advert.
Black & white
60mm x 30mm - 12.50€ 60mm x 45mm - 18.50€
60mm x 60mm - 25.00€ 60mm x 80mm - 33.00€
All prices are per issue based on a

(MHRA) and self-testing
kit manufacturers to help
improve the quality of information supplied.
The full report, Do selftest kits add up?, is from
the April 2010 issue of
Which? magazine.
*The self-test kits, widely
available from the high
street and/or online,
were:
Bowel: Boots Home test kit,

£12.25
Prostate: Selfcheck Health
Test, £15.99
Cholesterol: Care Diagnostica Cholesterol Health Care
Test, £9.99
Blood Glucose: Boots home
test kit, £12.25
Urinary Tract Infection: Atlas
Urinary Tract Test, £4.49
Stomach Ulcer: Simplicity Stomach Ulcer Screening
Test, £12.00

** Which? experts examined the packaging, leaflets and websites. They
were consultant pathologist Dr Danielle Freedman from the Royal College of Pathologists and
GP Dr Paul Singer. The
Plain English Campaign
also looked at the packs.
*** Which? interviewed
64 members of the public in depth about six selftests and the information
available at the point of
purchase, including how
they understood it and
how they might interpret
the results.
Which? is a consumer
champion. We work to make
things better for consumers. Our advice helps them
make informed decisions.
Our campaigns make people’s lives fairer, simpler
and safer. Our services and
products put consumers’
needs first to bring them
better value.

©www.which.co.uk
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ON THE WEB
Google +1 adds ‘like’ function
INTERNET giant Google has launched a new
function said to be a direct attempt to compete with Facebook.
The new ‘+1’ has a ‘like’ function in the
same way as Facebook does, and also highlights search results to show they are particularly recommended.
Users can vote on the pages that come up
as a result of their search, and the higher
the number of votes, the higher up the list
the site will be.
Those who have ‘profiles’ on Google already
can see which sites the contacts in their list
have voted for.

•

Tel 902733622

www.thetraderonline.es

Tigers rescued after six years living
in tiny trailer

Mozilla Firefox 4 nets five million
downloads in its first 24 hours
MOZILLA Firefox 4 launched last week, and
registered over five million downloads in the
first few hours.
Said to be six times as fast as the previous
version of Firefox, it is the latest in a series
of lightning-quick internet browsers which
include Google Chrome, Safari and Internet
Explorer 9.
Firefox 4 has a larger screen-size and smaller menu bars, but retains the search engine
which has disappeared from the latest editions of Google and Internet Explorer. Otherwise, Firefox 4 is similar to the other three
browsers, but has proven more popular
with more than double Internet Explorer 9’s
number of downloads in the first 24 hours.
Firefox 4 also has a built-in tool which prevents websites from recording the details of
those who visit them, meaning businesses
are unable to spam users. It allows for synchronisation of favourites, passwords and
search history, and for grouping tabs of
individual pages. Mozilla says the new version of Firefox is compatible with mobile
telephones that have Android operating
systems.

TWO Bengal tigers who spent
six years cooped up in a trailer have been rescued and
taken to an animal shelter
near Alcoy (Alicante).
Now named Bhutan and
Nepal, the tigers – who are
brothers - are said to be of
advanced age.
They are between 13 and 15
years old, and as a result of
their appalling living conditions, have trouble walking
and breathing.

Rescuers say they were severely malnourished when
found, and their claws were
so overgrown that they had
become fused to their skin.
The animals belonged to a
circus in Catalunya, and have
been living in a trailer ever
since its activity dried up sixand-a-half years earlier.
They are two of six animals
living in inhumane conditions
at the hands of the owner of
Circo Universal, Austrian na-

RYANAIR announced recently that from
October onwards, it would be running
child-free flights after more than a third
of their passengers claimed they found
kids on planes a nuisance.
According to press releases sent out
to the world’s media on April 1, 36 per
cent of passengers would prefer not
to have to put up with other people’s
children when flying, and a further one
in five were pleased with the move to
launch kid-free flights.
But the airline revealed at the end of
the day that this was an April Fool’s
joke, leaving red faces in press offices
all around the globe.

tional Franz B.
Four of them have been sent
to a safari park in Madrid,
and the tigers to the Aitana
safari park in Penáguila, in
the L’Alcoià district of the
province of Alicante, in order
to allow them to retire in comfort and for their various ailments to be treated.
Until now, they have been
cared for by the Tarragonabased animal charity, FAADA.

GAS bottles went up by six per cent and
mains gas by 4.1 per cent this week,
reveals the ministry of industry. At
present, however, there are no plans
for electricity prices to increase after
they went up by 9.8 per cent in January
this year. A bottle of gas now costs 14
euros – double its price five years ago
– whilst mains gas will cost approximately 2.31 euros more per month.
The ministry says this is due to rising
prices in raw material. Certain town
councils offer reductions in gas and
electricity bills for those earning no
more than the minimum pension, large
families, or households where all members are out of work.
INTERESTED IN ADVERTISING YOUR
BUSINESS IN PROVINCES OF ALICANTE
CASTELLON TARRAGONA OR VALENCiA
CALL FOR DETAILS 618329511
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Our products ( available in English, German, Spanish)

&DOO

Motorcar or Motorcycles
(Spanish & UK plated, maximum NCB )
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Building and household protection
(all risk cover, accidental damages, etc)

•
•
•
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Life Insurance
Golfers
Pet Plan
Shop/Office insurance
Pension Plans

•
•
•
•
•

Travel policy
Health cover
Civil liability
Pleasure boats
Mortgage Protection

Quick quotes without obligation

900 555 111

Call us for professional advise:
Karen: 667.054.853 (south)
Manuela: 687.798.572 (north)
Or send us an email: info.expatinsure@gmail.com
We will be pleased to assist you in English, German or Spanish
When responding to an advert mention you saw it in THE TRADER please.
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Spain’s president will not
run for election next year
PRESIDENT of Spain, José Luis Rodríguez Zapatero, announced on Saturday that he did
not plan to run for the general elections next
year. The 51-year-old will continue as Secretary-General for the PSOE, or socialist party,
but confessed that he only ever intended to
spend a maximum of two terms in office when
he was elected in 2004.Zapatero says it is the
‘best decision for his family’ and thanked the
country and his cabinet for their ‘support and
affection’. His decision has caused mixed
feelings among politicians throughout Spain.
Valencia’s mayoress, Rita Barberá, says it
will lead to ‘political instability’, whilst other
members of the PP say he should have carried on in his role and ‘accepted defeat in
the elections with good grace’. Others, particularly PSOE members, say he has done the
right thing and admire him for his courage.
Zapatero will continue in his role as Spain’s
leader until the elections in 2012. The new
candidate for the PSOE will not be known for
another two months.
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Katy Perry’s ALCOSSEBRE GIRLS

Demonstrators protest over
nuclear waste plans for Ascó

OVER 200 activists staged a protest on April
1, calling for plans for a nuclear waste plant
in Ascó to be scrapped. They gathered outside the offices of the Ribera d’Ebre district
council in Tarragona at 20.00hrs, waving
banners and chanting. Spokesman for the
pressure group, CANC (Catalunya anti-nuclear cemetery coordinator), Sergi Saladié,
said the demonstration had two main aims
– firstly to protest over Ascó being earmarked
to house a nuclear waste plant, and secondly,
to show their support for the Japanse following the explosion of the plant in Fukushima.
Saladié added that the nuclear waste plant in
Ascó would be a disaster waiting to happen,
since the site chosen is less than 750 metres
from two active nuclear reactors, close to a
2,000-megawatt electricity substation, and
to the chemical plant in neighbouring Flix.

MOBILE MASSAGE
BY MARTYN

RELAX AND STRESS
SOLUTIONS

634065544

CAR AND MOTORCYCLE SPRAYER. repair and repainting of any vehicle .20
years experience .references available.
please call for competitive quote.Tortosa area.tel.692751488.692759276.

The Flamingo boys and girls were out in force for this year’s carnival, along with Mandy from Mandy’s mini market, and a contingent of girls
and boys from Mambos, including Anna and Marie Carmen, who had spent many long hours preparing and sewing the costumes, and building
the float, with Anna’s mum’s expert sewing skills proving to be invaluable. Albert Villas provided the float, with Raphael and Judith joining in
the fun. The scantily dressed bevy of beauties was dressed in Katy Perry style Basques and blue wigs, and the guys dressed as Snoop Dog,
with afro-wigs and plenty of bling. Flamingos provided the sound system, which boomed out Katy Perry’s California Girls for all to dance along
to. A great time was had by all, and the party continued afterwards at Flamingo’s and then in the party tent till almost 7 in the morning. Anyone interested in joining us for next years float will be welcome.

Castellón airport set to take off – Open days & Raves
Frenzy at new terminal as 27 busloads turn up to take a look
NOW that Castellón airport has
launched a series of open days
for the public to view the new
building, some 3,000 residents
from all over the province have
tried to book appointments to do
so.
This is in addition to the thousands of people who simply decided to turn up on spec.
From Friday, April 1, the new terminal in Vilanova d’Alcolea will be
open for public viewing between
10.00hrs and 14.00hrs, with
guided tours by trained staff to
explain how it will all work.
The open days will run for a
month and a half to prevent huge

crowds from clogging up the new
premises.
Already, on Friday, some 27 buses
packed with people turned up at
the airport to take a closer look.

‘No competition’ for
Valencia airport
VALENCIA airport’s director is
‘confident’ that the new terminal
in Castellón will ‘not create competition’.
According to Julián Cámara, the
airport at Manises will merely be
‘complemented’ by the base further north.
“Their traffic is different,” assures Cámara, who said Valencia
airport was in a stronger position

For Total Peace of Mind

Benificial Funeral Plans
Pre-paid & Pre-planned
From a name you can trust

BENEFICIAL

now they have opened a base for
Turkish Airlines.
“Castellón airport is aimed at holidaymakers, whilst Manises is not
a tourist airport.
“The number of charter flights
from Manises is very low.
“Both airports will have their own
type of passengers and their own
regular customers.”

Runway rave party
POLICE were forced to up vigilance at the weekend when the
runway of Castellón’s new airport
became the venue for an enormous music festival.
Some 10,000 people turned up
for an illegal rave party, organised
months in advance on Facebook

and Twitter.
Those who set up the party said
they were ‘taking advantage’ of
the ‘inefficiency’ of Castellón provincial council president, Carlos
Fabra Carreras, in failing to have
the airport open to the public
months before.
They said: “Thanks to Fabra’s
dragging his heels, it means we
have a huge open space for the
rave where we can party all night,
undisturbed.”
But officers got wind of the event
and said they planned to patrol
the area to crack down on the
drug-dealing, violence and vandalism that they considered likely
to arise.

Guardia Civil confiscate illegal
eel-fishing traps in Ebro River

ILLEGAL ‘traps’ for fishing eels have been uncovered in the river Ebro, leading to the Guardia
Civil arresting 10 people. Eels in the river Ebro are a protected species, and fishing for them
is against the law without a permit. They are also a culinary delicacy, fetching between 240
and 400 euros a kilo.Some 15 traps were found along both banks, from Amposta down to
the mouth of the river last month. Guardia Civil officers from L’Atmella de Mar managed to
confiscate them after the ministry of agriculture launched an investigation two weeks previously when they noticed a considerable decline in the Ebro’s eel population.
The ministry says the operation has probably prevented the illegal capture of at least 25 kilos
of eels.

INSURANCE SERVICE
SPAIN
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Hitman forum uncovered on
internet and 14 arrested
GUARDIA Civil officers have uncovered a
website where people could hire hitmen
to kill, threaten or beat up their potential
victims for a fee.
The internet forum, which was found to
have its domain in Mexico and was titled
Asesinos a sueldo (‘salaried murderers’)
was filled with contract killers offering
their services for between 4,000 and
10,000 euros.
Those seeking to hire murderers would
supply full details of their victims, such
as town of residence, height, age and
sex.
Among the 14 people arrested include a
woman from Málaga who had hired four
hitmen – two of whom were based in
Barcelona and Ourense (Galicia) – in order to murder her husband, whose photographs, car registration number, workplace and office hours were supplied.
Luckily, like all the other cases investigated, the crime was never committed
– on this occasion, because the killer
from Ourense could not find the weapon
in the place the Barcelona hitman had
agreed to leave it.
Another suspect is a 23-year-old man
from a town on the southern Costa Blanca, who stated on the forum that he was
searching for someone to murder his
parents.
Other arrests were made in Valencia,
Castellón, Palma de Mallorca, and Palencia (Castilla y León).
One man from Valencia was arrested after plotting to kill his wife.
The 14 suspects are aged between 17
and 53, and two of them are women.
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Media Markt supermarket sweep
for 100-millionth customer

A SUPERMARKET sweep to celebrate the 100-millionth customer is due to take place
in Media Markt next month. Customers register their details in the Cliente 100 Millones section of the electronics store’s website, www.mediamarkt.es, and one winner will be drawn out of a hat. Then, in May, the winner is given two minutes to grab
whatever he or she can, using no other tools bar their bare hands, and dumping it in
a designated area. Anything the winning ‘supermarket sweeper’ manages to pick up
and set aside in this area may be taken home for free. Media Markt has 55 stores
throughout Spain and sells music, electrical appliances, IT and audio-visual equipment, cameras, mobile phones and satellite navigators.

Complete facial reconstruction using ceramic
A 26-YEAR-OLD man has
become the first patient in
Spain to have most of his
face rebuilt using ceramic
material.
The patient, who has not
been named, was left
severely disfigured as a
teenager after a huge, benign tumour was removed
from his face.
It left him with massive
cavities in his cheek, nose,
jaw, and eye-socket.
But after an operation at

Madrid’s La Paz hospital,
which took no more than
three hours, he is said to
be moving his eyes and
mouth properly.
Surgeons say the man will
be able to lead a normal
life and that he is recovering well, aside from a
slight infection in one eye.
They say ceramic is rarely
rejected by the body in the
same way as a live organ
– such as a donor’s face
– would be, and that it is

a good material to use for
parts of the body that do
not have to bear weight,
such as the face.
Ceramic has already been
used to rebuild a patient’s
face in the past, but only
the cheekbone.
This is the first time such a
radical structural replacement has been made in
this way.

Tobacconists see huge
fall in profits following
anti-smoking law
CIGARETTE sales have fallen by nearly a
third as a result of the anti-smoking law
coming into force on January 2 this year.
Tobacconists say their profits are down
by nearly 12 per cent since the start of
the year, and that sales have fallen by 27
per cent since this time in 2010.
And this is in spite of cigarettes having
shot up in price by anything up to 60
or 70 cents a packet in the past three
months.
It also means taxes earned from tobacco
sales – of which 58 per cent goes to regional governments and 42 per cent to
the central government – have dropped
dramatically.
The State and autonomous communities
now earn just two-thirds of the amount
of tax from cigarette sales that they were
raking in a year ago. In the Comunidad
Valenciana, the number of packets of 20
cigarettes has dropped from 64 million
in a year to around 46 million. However,
in all other regions of Spain, whilst cigarettes are not selling so much, there has
been a notable increase in the amount
of smokers switching to cigars or loose
roll-your-own tobacco.
Hospitals across the country claim they
are seeing fewer incidents of heart problems since the smoking law came into
force, but that this has not been fully
quanitified. Spending half an hour in a
smoke-filled room reduces the capacity
of the coronary arteries – temporarily
– by 10 per cent.
This is of no consequence to a healthy
person, but can cause discomfort to
those with miocardiac heart failure.
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Fully Licensed
Construction company
Undertaking all aspects
of building works.
A Proffesional service
from start to finish
Business for sale. First class supermarket and internet cafe. Ideal
for a couple to run. For sale due to
owners retirement. To include all
stock. 60,000 euros.
Ground floor 3 bed. apartment
with private courtyard. Furnished.
79,000 euros
Oliva 4th floor apartment, no lift,
large with 4 beds. 69,000 euros.
Monte Pego, Spectacular views,
reformed apartment, 95,000 euros.
Oliva beach, 2 bed. ground floor
apartment with parking. 91,000 e
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Contact us today to find out the safe and
easy way to save money on your foreign
exchange

Tel 965745471

Bella Vista, 3 bed villa with pool. Needs
TLC. but great bargain. 176,000 euros.

ASSA for health care and funeral expenses
When responding to an advert mention you saw it in THE TRADER please.

66 6 advertise@thetraderonline.es
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Your Horoscope for the month of April
bY

Annabel Burton
Astrologer
april for Aries You would be forgiven in feeling pressurized this month as it appears so many
things have become an issue that need to deal with Equally. this is a time of unprecedented opportunity
and while you are on a roll, go for anything that seems remotely interesting, particularly as far as your career plans are concerned. There are decisions to be made early on regarding a relationship and after the
third week you are more focused on your cash. There is good news here at last. The 6th April could be a
day to remember! Find out more www.Ask-the-Astrologer.com
april for Taurus

In some ways, this month is a time for setting the scene and preparing for
a main event later. You are working behind the scenes, but also doing a little bit of soul searching as you
have come to a point where you need to assess what is important and where you are headed. Seek out
trusted friends and experts to bring you a little clarity and insight. Don’t be surprised if you have one or two
psychic moments as well since you are more than usually intuitive at this time. A situation at work could be
instrumental in getting you to a whole new place. Find out more www.Ask-the-Astrologer.com

april for Gemini

You are exploring situations and organizations which can bring you answers.
You have been doing a fair amount of research just lately and looking to discover facts and figures which
can help towards greater understanding. This is also a time to meet new friends and your ability to network
brings rewards on the business front. If you have been creative, then you will get recognition for your work
and this could lead to a change in direction for you, with surprising results. Romance is linked with the
workplace. Find out more www.Ask-the-Astrologer.com

april for Cancer

You could be enjoying the benefits of fantastic changes in your career and
find that what you do has greater recognition and appreciation. The rewards are not just monetary this
month! Now that your confidence has been boosted, you are encouraged to go further and you will have
an important choice to make in the first week of April. A new responsibility influences you but be sure what
you do is for the right reasons as someone in your life has great influence over you. Travel is significant
around the 19th where a journey becomes a little special for all the right reasons. Find out more www.
Ask-the-Astrologer.com

april for Leo You are in the midst of a progressive time with rewards and opportunities. But life
has taken on a dramatic twist too where unusual events colour your experience and influence your view
point. You are toying with the idea of travelling further afield and connections with overseas can be significant at this time. YOu want to reach a wider audience with creative ideas and connections with the media
are also likely. A chance to be on the spotlight opens doors in ways that you hadn’t thought possible. Find
out more www.Ask-the-Astrologer.com
april for Virgo Your ruler, Mercury, spends much of this month going retrograde. While this may
bring delays and hold ups for you, other considerations more than mitigate for this. The focus is around
family life, your roots and you maybe considering a house move at this time, which can make those holds
up stressful. Still, a leap of faith turns out to be a fantastic decision and one that pays off in the long term.
Meanwhile, enjoy a slightly chaotic time and know that peace and harmony will be restored by the third
week. A romantic day for your diary is the 19th. Find out more www.Ask-the-Astrologer.com
april for Libra This is an exciting time for you with temptations and rewards on offer, but some-

how you feel that these are out of your league. Don’t be too modest in your aspirations and allow yourself to
step up to the plate. A conflict can be resolved in time and your generosity of spirit tips the balance. Others
simply cannot win as you have changed your priorities and refuse to dance to someone else’s tune. Your
natural ability to do what is fair becomes obvious mid month when faced with a dilemma. By the 21st you
enjoy romance on a scale you haven’t encountered for some time. Find out more www.Ask-the-Astrologer.
com

april for Scorpio

While there is a strong practical influence this month, make the most of
looking after yourself, doing the right thing to keep your mind and body in good shape. Of course, this may
mean a change in your daily habits and diet but at least the astrological influences are with you on this
score. You may find excuses, as you are unusually busy and others seem to demand your time and attention and expertise. It’s all about balance. Creative thinking mid month leads to an unusual experience
which opens doors to a different path. Find out more www.Ask-the-Astrologer.com

april for Sagittarius

You are drawn to what is fun more than anything this month, and day
to day reality, routine, and responsibilities seem to be something you just ignore for now. But perhaps not
totally. Since you are so insistent on everyone having a great time, you life the mood of those around you
and attract people into your circle. You recognize that the right attitude is key to more things than you
would care to mention, with stunning results. A little bit of teaching is coming your way either informally
or otherwise and working with young people is more than likely to be source of inspiration. Find out more
www.Ask-the-Astrologer.com

april for Capricorn

You have been establishing yourself on your career path with great success, and this month sees another opportunity open up for you. You are torn between to equally exciting
possibilities but only time will tell which one works out the best for you. Trust your intuition and see this
as a chance to prioritize those matters that are most important to you. You could find that your values are
changing and this is reflected in events later in the month. A small revolution is enlightening around mid
month. Find out more www.Ask-the-Astrologer.com

april for Aquarius

While it’s hard to avoid a personality clash or stress in the first few days
of April, this has the effect of clearing the air and laying down the pattern for later. Stick to your principles
if possible but there is an unusual amount of travel and the need to get to appointments and meetings.
This is all part of your next adventure and while it seems you are setting something up for later, you are
also tying up loose ends and cutting links with the past. Finally you are getting where you need to go, but
you are also fully aware of the effort you have put in to make this happen. Find out more www.Ask-theAstrologer.com

april for Pisces Venus is in your sign for much of this month bringing a helpful influence to both
your love life and cash situation. You are able to charm people with whom you come into contact and it’s
a good time for team work and cooperation. Neptune moves into your sign this month too and will remain
here for many years to come. This enhances your natural abilities to be creative and intuitive and you no
longer need to feel that sometimes you are a square peg in a round hole. Watch your expenditure around
the first week, however, but know that some things are necessary and an investment. Find out more www.
© Copyright 21st Century, Annabel Burton web
Ask-the-Astrologer.com

A

young ventriloquist is doing the New
Jersey night club scene. With his dummy
on his knee, he starts going through his usual
dumb, blonde jokes. Suddenly, a blonde woman in the fourth row stands on her chair and
starts shouting, “I’ve heard enough of your
stupid blonde jokes. What makes you think
you can stereotype women that way? What
does the color of a person’s hair have to do
with her worth as a human being? It’s men
like you who keep women like me from be-

ing respected at work and in the community,
and from reaching our full potential as people. You and your kind continue to perpetuate discrimination against not only blondes,
but women in general...pathetically all in the
name of humor!” The embarrassed ventriloquist begins to apologize, and the beautiful
blonde yells: “You stay out of this! I’m talking to that little idiot on your lap!”

SENIOR MOMENTS.......................

A

n elderly gentleman.... Had serious hearing problems for a number of years. He went to
the doctor, and the doctor was able to have him fitted for a set of hearing aids that
allowed the gentleman to hear 100%. The elderly gentleman went back in a month to the
doctor and the doctor said, ‘Your hearing is perfect. Your family must be really pleased that
you can hear again.’ The gentleman replied, ‘Oh, I haven’t told my family yet. I just sit around
and listen to the conversations. I’ve changed my will three times!’

A

n elderly couple had dinner at another couple’s house, and after eating, the wives left
the table and went into the kitchen. The two gentlemen were talking, and one said,
‘Last night we went out to a new restaurant and it was really great. I would recommend
it very highly.’
The other man asked, ‘What is the name of the restaurant?’ The first man
thought and thought and finally said, ‘What is the name of that flower you give to someone
you love? You know … The one that’s red, and has thorns.’ ‘Do you mean a rose?’ ‘Yes, that’s
the one,’ replied the man. He then turned towards the kitchen and yelled, ‘Rose, what’s the
name of that restaurant we went to last night?’

H

ospital regulations require a wheel chair for patients being discharged. However, while
working as a student nurse, I found one elderly gentleman already dressed and sitting on
the bed with a suitcase at his feet, who insisted he didn’t need my help to leave the hospital.
After a chat about rules being rules, he reluctantly let me wheel him to the elevator. On the
way down, I asked him if his wife was meeting him? ‘I don’t know!’ he said. ‘She’s still upstairs,
in the bathroom, changing out of her hospital gown.’

M

orris, an 82 year-old man, went to the doctor to get a physical. A few days later, the
doctor saw Morris walking down the street with a gorgeous young woman on his arm.
A couple of days later, the doctor spoke to Morris and said, ‘You’re really doing great, aren’t
you?’
Morris replied, ‘Just doing what you said, Doc: ‘Get a hot mamma and be cheerful.’’
The doctor said, ‘I didn’t say that. I said, ‘You’ve got a heart murmur; be careful.’

A

Couple in their nineties are both having problems remembering things. During a checkup, the doctor tells them that they’re physically okay, but they might want to start writing things down to help them remember. Later that night, while watching TV, the old man
gets up from his chair. ‘Want anything while I’m in the kitchen?’ he asks. ‘Will you get me a
bowl of ice cream?’ ‘Sure!’ ‘Don’t you think you should write it down so you can remember
it?’ she asks. ‘No, I can remember it.’ ‘Well, I’d like some strawberries on top, too. Maybe
you should write it down, so as not to forget it?’ He says, ‘I can remember that. You want a
bowl of ice cream with strawberries.’ ‘I’d also like whipped cream. I’m certain you’ll forget
that, write it down?’ she asks. Irritated, he says, ‘I don’t need to write it down, I can remember it! Ice cream with strawberries and whipped cream - I got it, for goodness sake!’ Then he
toddles into the kitchen. After about 20 minutes, the old man returns from the kitchen and
hands his wife a plate of bacon and eggs. She stares at the plate for a moment. ‘Where’s my
toast?’

T

wo elderly gentlemen from a retirement center were sitting on a bench under a tree,
when one turns to the other and says, ‘Slim, I’m 83 years old now and I’m just full of
aches and pains. I know you’re about my age. How do you feel?’ Slim says, ‘I feel just like a
newborn baby.’ ‘Really!? Like a newborn baby!?’ ‘Yep. No hair, no teeth, and I think I just
wet my pants.’

T

HERES NOTHING QUITE LIKE SCOTTISH HOSPITALITY!

A golfer is cupping his hand to scoop water from a burn on St Andrews. A ground
keeper shouts, “Dinnae drink tha waater! Et’s foo ae coo’s shite an pish!” The golfer replies,
“My good fellow, I’m from England . Could you repeat that for me, in English?” The keeper
replies, “I said, use two hands, you’ll spill less that way!” Tony (Nigeria)

O

n holiday recently in Spain I saw a sign that said ‘English speaking Doctor’ - I thought,
‘What a good idea, why don’t we have them in our country?’

Send your Favourite Funnies to Jokes@inlandtrader.net

If you do not like or are offended by jokes about Irish, Scottish,
Blondes, Welsh, English etc , etc , etc then we would advise you do
not read the Trader Jokes page. The Trader is known for publishing
these jokes all of which are sent in by our readers. We obviously
have no intention of offending any individual.
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‘KEEPING MUM’
Caring for someone with Dementia
By Marianne Talbot

Heartwarmingly funny, frank and at times
emotionally tearing, this book is a record
of what it is like to care for a beloved parent
When Marianne Talbot’s mum was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease, Marianne
found it impossible to put her mum into
a care home. Instead Marianne cared for
her mum in her own home for five years,
whilst chronicling her experiences in a
blog for three of those years.
The blog has now been published into a
book called ‘Keeping Mum’. Heartwarmingly funny, frank and at times emotionally tearing, this book is a record of what it
is like to care for a beloved parent whose
mind is fragmenting. It is written for anyone, anywhere, who has anything to do
with dementia or with caring.
The book also includes some great tips on
daily living, managing others’ finances
and the social care system. For more info
please visit: http://www.keepingmum.org.
uk.
Release date
‘Keeping Mum’ will be available from 11th
April 2011 and will retail for £8.99 in bookstores and via Amazon here: [http://amzn.to/
hEfWB4]
There are 750,000 people in the UK with dementia. Two thirds of them are women. 12% of
the adult population of the UK (1 in 8 workers)
is a carer (58% of them female). Family carers
of those with dementia save the state £6 billion
a year. It is estimated that by 2025 over 1 million people will have dementia.

•

Tel 902733622

www.thetraderonline.es

In trouble with Spanish
Readers Response to last months article.
I enjoyed your article - In trouble with Spanish in the recent edition of Inland Trader.
You invited readers to send in their stories - here’s mine.
At the vets discussing my dog I said Quando se necesita vacaciones? - when does
he need holidays! The vet looked puzzled but replied Quando tu quieres - when you
want!
I thought about it and realised my mistake - laughs all round and then
what I meant to say first time Quando se necesita vacunas? - when does he need vacinations.
From John Rood

Ref In Trouble with Spanish.

Endorsement
The ‘Keeping Mum’ blog on the SAGA
website is truly wonderful. As I read, I
found myself moved to tears by the beautiful articulation and reflection evident in
the author’s thoughts and feelings. One
can really begin to ‘feel’ the emotional
journey and empathise with Marianne

We have friends who live in and around Yecla with varying degree of Spanish. However one of our female friends who speaks Spanish quite well, like many English struggles with words which sound similar to our UK ears.
One day she went shopping for some cushions (cojines). She walked up to the counter
and stated emphatically that she wanted four “cojones” (bollocks). As soon as the
word had passed her lips she knew the mistake she had made and could have bitten the
offending lip. Her embarrassment was compounded when a young member of staff,
having overheard the request, stood and announced, “¡Yo tengo dos!” (I’ve got two).
A similar confusion also happened to a friend who was having trouble with the supply of replacement faulty panels on kitchen units they had bought. They went to the
Ayuntiamento where there is a trading standards office, to explain that he was having
trouble with his “cojones”. Needless to say the young girl at first looked shocked and
then fell about laughing and took no time at all in telling everyone on the staff. He had
of course meant “cajones” (drawers).
The moral – practice your pronunciation and know about the profanities you might
hear.
Un saludo Peter

Please send your Spanish language stories
and experiences to
info@inlandtrader.net

and her mother as they daily face numerous challenges. Andy Richardson Lecturer
– Faculty of Health Sciences University of
Southampton

COULD YOU USE SOME
EXTRA CASH RIGHT NOW?
Our FREE pensions health check
will explain how to easily release capital
from UK pension plans.
• NO UPFRONT FEES
• NO OBLIGATION REVIEW
• MAXIMISE THE RETURN ON YOUR PENSION
PROCEED INVESTMENTS
• NO RESTRICTIONS ON RESIDENTIAL STATUS
You have the potential to be debt free. Why not use your UK pension fund as a means of
paying off your mortgage, credit cards or to give your business a much needed cash injection?

Premier

Pension Solutions SL
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Please contact
JONATHAN MEEK
jmeek@ppsespana.com
Mobile: 697 557 324
Tel: 965 790 918

www.qrops.es
www.prempensions.com

Premier Pension Solutions SL (CIF B55414198) - registered with the Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores (CNMV) and Dirección General de Seguros y Fondos de
Pensiones (DGS). An authorised agent of AES Financial Services Ltd, authorised to conduct investment and insurance business.

8 8 advertise@thetraderonline.es

Email: advertise@thetraderonline.es • 902733622

Wining, Dining &
Sunday lunch - ,
including a half bottle of house wine

Seasonally changing
a la carte menu
on Fri & Sat evenings
Bar meals & Tapas
available
Available for party bookings
Children welcome

For bookings call 964 412 909
Find us on Alcossebre Seafront
Between the main town and the Port.
Tues - Sat .-. & Sun .-.

Alcossebre

Alcossebre’s most
vibrant nightspot.
Live music, karaoke,
and dancing.
YOGA - QUIZ NIGHT. BALLROOM DANCING
LESSONS - FUN SOCIAL DANCING.
THURSDAY, FRI, SAT, SUN.
LIVE MUSIC, DANCING, AND KARAOKE.
SEE OUR APRIL PROGRAM FOR A FULL LIST OF
WEEKLY AND FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

So, come and visit us, have fun, and join in the party!
We are easy to find at the main Las Fuentes Plaza
roundabout. Parking is easy and free. Visit our website
at flamingosalcossebre.com.

Tel 96 441 41 52
or call Mike on 696 521 488

Spa Natura Resort +
Leisure Club Peniscola

MEMBERSHIPS are now available for the
Spa, Heated Pool & Gym.
SPA PROMOTIONS
•
•
•

90min spa + menu of the night,
Mon/Wed/Thurs 18.00-21.00.... 30€
Sunday Special Spa for 2 + light refreshments 17.00-21.00........... . 40€
1 hour swim + menu of the night
Mon/Wed/Thurs 18.00-21.00.... 15€

OTHER SPA PROMOTIONS AND BEAUTY TREATMENTS,

TEL 964475480

SEE OUR ENTERTAINMENT
GUIDE FOR APRIL

ALL TYPE’S OF PARTYS CATERED FOR
(PRIVATE ROOM AVAILABLE)

610930624/964475480

NOT TO BE
MISSED.......

&
Out About

September 2010
EL CORDERO
DE ORO

Restaurante Alcossebre

OPEN ALL YEAR
MENU 18€ EVERY DAY
SUNDAY MENU 13.90€ 4 COURSES
SATURDAY LUNCH 2 COURSES 10 €
TEL 663 586 626 - 653 469 891

What´s on in April
FLAMINGO

OR TOASTED TEA CAKE OR
A DRINK AFTER SUPPORT-

Monday.
3pm to
4.30 Yoga session
with Sally
8pm extremely popular Quiz night. Proceeds to Charity chosen by winners.
Tuesday. 8pm Ballroom dancing lessons. Free dance
lessons
weekly1st
Tuesday in month Fun
social dancinG.

ING LOCAL HANDICRAFTS
AND CHARITY STALLS.

Thursday 21st April.

CHARITY RACE NIGHT.
LADY’S DAY HORSE RACING NIGHT. WEAR YOUR
MRS. SHILLING CREATIONS. PRIZES FOR BEST
3 HATS.
1 EURO PER PERSON DONATED TO LOCAL CHARITY.
BOOK EARLY TO AVOID
DISAPPOINTMENT 8€ PER
PERSON. LOTS OF QUALITY
PRIZES AND FRESHLY CUT
SANDWICHES.
Monday 25th April.
QUIZ NIGHT HOSTED
BY DAVID “QUIZMAN”
PRANGLEY , FOLLOWED BY
EASTER BONNET PARADE.
PRIZES FOR BEST HATS.

Wednesday CLOSED
(EXCEPT SUMMER)
Thursday, Fri, Sat,
Sun. LIVE MUSIC WITH
MIKE AND JULIE, DANCING, AND KARAOKE.
ALWAYS LIVELY ON THE
WEEKEND.
Forthcoming
events.
Tuesday 5th April
FUN SOCIAL DANCE.
RYONE WELCOME.

SPA NATURA

EVE-

LEISURE CLUB PENISCOLA

Thursday 7th April.

Karaoke EVERY FRIDAY/
SATURDAY 22.45
HOSTED BY BERNIE
Saturday Night
LIVE MUSIC AND BUFFET
12€
Bernie;S Fun Quiz
WEDNESDAY 27TH 20.00
Bingo EVERY WEDNESDAY
20.00
Linedancing EVERY
THURSDAY 18.00 19.30
2€
All Type’s Of Partys
CATERD FOR
(PRIVATE ROOM AVAILABLE)
610930624 /
964475480

INDIAN VOOJAN CURRY
NIGHT AT FLAMINGO.
PLEASE BOOK EARLY FOR
OUR NEXT ONE IN MAY,(TO
BE ANNOUNCED).
Saturday 9th April.
EASTER FAYRE. FOOD
STALLS,
HANDYCRAFTS
ETC. 11 AM. DON’T MISS
OUR ANNUAL EASTER FAYRE. ALWAYS A GREAT DAY
OUT. WHILE AWAY THE AFTERNOON ON OUR LOVELY
SUNNY TERRACE AND ENJOY A COFFEE AND SCONE

,,,,,,,HORSE RACE NITE

8€pp

WHEN : 21ST APRIL 2011
WHERE : BAR FLAMINGO ALCOSSEBRE

BOOK NOW

TEL MIKE
696521488

Clubs, Groups and Charity event holders
email your reports,
special events and information to
info@inlandtrader.net
ADVERTISE CALL 618329511

EMILIO´Y

13th Apr The wines
of Spain; a wine tasting event followed by
a 2 course meal with
wines to complement
the food. Places limited to 20 people. Price
15E each.
14th Apr- Horse racing night. First race
at 7.30pm. Price 15E
including stakes, hot
buffet & prize draw.
29th Apr- The Royal Wedding on Big
Screen, Cava & canapes.
30th Apr- A taste
of South East Asia
(themed dining). 20E
each
14th May- Eurovision
Party

El Perelló
Freesia Group
BOOKSTALLS:

SATURDAY 16TH APRIL
SATURDAY 30TH APRIL
AT THE HOMOGENIC
BAR. EL PERELLÓ FROM
10AM.
HONEY FAIR: VISIT
US AT THE EL PERELLÓ
HONEY FAIR ON THE
9TH/10TH APRIL WHERE
WE WILL BE SELLING
HOME-MADE CAKES AND
SAVOURIES.

ROYAL WEDDING:
WE WILL ALSO BE HAVING
A STALL AND A RAFFLE AT
THE CARPE DIEM RESTAURANT ON

29TH APRIL

AS PART OF THE RESTAU-

RANT’S CELEBRATION OF
THE ROYAL WEDDING

Happy
Easter

The Friends of Alcossebre
The Friends of Alcossebre organised a very successful Gala
Charity Ball on Saturday, 26th
March 2011. It was the first
time that the Friends had gone
to the Cupula Restaurant in the
Eurhostal in Las Fuentes, and
the 5-course dinner and dancing to Daniel Evans’ singing and
keyboard led to a very jovial
night. With the Grand Raffle and
Auction, funds raised during the
evening came to over 1,400 Euros. The Friends wish to thank
the many businesses and organisations in the town for the wonderful selection of raffle prizes
donated by:
Grupo Albert; Bar Cheers; Dr.
Farnos – Dentist; Viveros Alcossebre; Ferreteria Segundo;
Trevol; Supermercado Isver;
Surf and Talk; Alcossebre Golf
Society; Panoramica Golf Club;
Sara Roíg; Janet and John; Optica Blau; El Rocio; Maya Brausse;
Beautician/Dr Farnos; Elizabeth
Villalonga Floristería; Bar Restaurante Emilio’s; Lisa Dillon
Hairstylist; Pat & John Stacey;
Eyes Lips & Face; El Cordero de
Oro; Sergio Garcia and in particular, Shaun Lane, owner of Emilio’s Bar Restaurant, who had
donated a signed ‘Jonah Lomu’
New Zealand rugby shirt for auction at Bar Emilio’s. Mr. Kevin
Underwood of Kent bid 300 Euros for the shirt. The bid was
accepted and all proceeds from
the auction were donated to the
Friends in the form of a cheque
presented to MC Norman Phillips. Kerry Baxter, Villa Real fan
and season ticket holder, is now
the proud owner of the framed
signed pictures of players
Gonzalo, Kiko, Ángel, Cani and
Cristobal, following acceptance
of his bid of 35 euros had been
accepted after a heated battle.
World famous golfer Sergio Garcia had donated a signed shirt,
glove and other memorabilia for
which Tom Langland’s bid of 75
Euros was accepted.
Very many thanks to all who con-

tributed in any way to this very
successful evening, to Daniel
Evans whose music kept us all
dancing and entertained, and
the staff at the Cupula Restaurant.
Our next event is the Charity
Walk in aid of the Asociación
Española Contra el Cáncer to
be held on Saturday, 23rd April
2011. Walkers should meet
at 11am, and we will set off at
11.30am. It is an easy, level
walk of about 8kms, and takes
about 1½ hours. This event
was a great success last year
and some 1,200 euros were
raised. The walk starts from the
Plaza Alegre, outside the Tourist
Information Office, and follows
the coast, much of it along the
coastal path which was inaugurated last year by the Council,
and leads to the light-house and
back to Emilio’s Bar Restaurant,
where light refreshments will be
available to purchase. All donations to the AECC will be much
appreciated.
The Charity Shop’s opening
hours are from Monday to Saturday – 10am to 1pm at El Centro, Las Fuentes, Alcossebre.
Tel.: 964 414973. It is run by
English and Spanish volunteers
and more volunteers are always
welcome. In the shop there is
a wide range of good condition
2nd hand clothing for all the
family; over 1,500 books – all at
1 €uro each - in English, German
and Spanish; and you can always
find something interesting in the
bric-a-brac section. Donations
of good quality, clean, clothing,
books and bric-a-brac are welcome at the shop or at the Collection Points in the Alcossebre
Pensionistas and the Alcala Pensionistas premises. Volunteers
are always welcomed to assist in
the Shop. Funds raised in the
shop and at special events are
given quarterly to charities and
organisations in Alcossebre and
Alcala de Xivert. http://friendsofalcossebre.page.tl

FRIENDS OF ALCOSSEBRE CHARITY SHOP
Supporting the“ Community”

AMIGOS DE ALCOSSEBRE
TIENDA SOLIDARIA
“En Beneficio de Nuestro Pueblo”

Second-hand books galore – 1€ each
Clothing, bric-a-brac and more!
Libros de segundo mano
(inglés, alemán y castellano)
¡Ropa, artículos de decoración
y mucho más!

El Centro, Las Fuentes, Alcossebre

Tfno: 964 41 49 73

Open: 10.00h – 13:00h – Monday to Saturday
Horario: 10.00h – 13:00h – De Lunes a Sabado

http://friendsofalcossebre.page.tl

ANUNCIO LLAMA 618329511
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A LIVING MEMORIAL TO A
REMARKABLE PRIEST

A

retired
Vicar
who helped to
start the English speaking church
in Alcossebre is to be
honoured with a clergy house dedicated
to his memory.
The Reverend John
Phillips moved to
the seaside town after he retired from
his clergy posts in
Nor thamptonshire
in 1999 because
of failing health. He
started inviting a few
friends to their home
in Finca Morito for
occasional services
of Holy Communion
before he was invited
by the Roman Catholic priest to use the
local Catholic church
for services.
John continued to
lead monthly services in the early
years of this century
despite battling Parkinson’s Disease. He
helped the local committee to formally
create a new parish
– St Christopher’s on
the Costa Azahar

John Phillips

– and was there to
welcome the first official Parish Priest in
January 2007.
Since then the parish
has expanded to cover 70 miles of coastline and serves an
area roughly the size
of Wales. It now has
weekly services in
Alcossebre, Vinaros
and fortnightly in Ampolla and has drop
in centres in two of
those locations.
The work has expanded so quickly
that extra clergy are
being brought in
– as Locum Priests
for three months
at a time – and the
church is looking to
find permanent accommodation
for

John with the Bishop in Europe in 2005

them. The fund to
start this purchase
has been helped by
a generous donation
by Father John before he moved back
to the UK. John died
last month at the age
of 71.
It is planned that
when a suitable
property is found, in
Vinaros – the middle
location of the three
– it will be dedicated

in John’s memory
and named after
him.
Many people from
St
Christopher’s
travelled to England
for John’s funeral
in March and a vigil
service was held at
the same time in Alcossebre in the Catholic church where he
had formerly led worship.
By Paul Needle

www.azaharanglican.org

John being presented with gifts when he finished
his ministry in 2006

IBEX Expatriate insurance specialists
Established in 2001, Ibex Insurance has grown from strength to strength serving the EU expatriate population in
Spain, Portugal and Gibraltar. Our product portfolio is constantly evolving to provide the highest level of protection to
our customers. As coverholders for Lloyd’s, we offer the security of the World’s leading insurance market.
- Annual green card for UK, Spanish, Portuguese and Gibraltar registered vehicles, including motorbikes and 4x4’s.
- Buildings and Contents cover for properties based in Spain. English speaking emergency helpline included
- Owners and occupiers third party liability, as well as offering a substantial top-up to the standard community cover usually in place.
English speaking emergency helpline included
- Two levels of private medical insurance for expatriates based in Spain, with a 24-hour private UK GP helpline
- Three levels of cover for cats and dogs in Spain and Gibraltar
- Two levels of cover providing legal protection and advice for expatriates with property in Spain
- Annual multi-trip or single trip policies with optional sports, golf and business cover -

HOME INSURANCE.....................................................

EuroHome Holiday Apartment

EuroHome Holiday Apartment is underwritten by certain underwriters at Lloyd’s, the World’s leading insurance market. Designed exclusively for European expatriates with an apartment
in Spain.
The policy is designed as a substantial top-up to the community
insurance cover usually in place.
Premiums are detailed below and can be chosen either by the
number of bedrooms or by the contents cover required.
No Bedrooms Contents Sum Insured Fixtures and Fittings Annual Premium
1
10,000€
2,500€
80€
2
15,000€
3,750€
100€
3
20,000€
5,000€
130€
Extension cover for golf equipment
50€

Key features of the policy:
Direct English speaking claims handling service
Public liability cover to €1 Million
First loss cover included
24 hour English-speaking emergency helpline

EuroHome Plus......................

Buildings and Contents Cover in Spain
EuroHome Plus is underwritten by certain underwriters at
Lloyd’s, the World’s leading insurance market. Designed exclusively for European expatriates with property in Spain.
Whether a permanent resident of Spain or holiday home
owner, if the property is an apartment or a detached villa,
EuroHome Plus provides quality cover that can be trusted.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key Features of the Policy
Multi property policies available
Direct English speaking claims handling service
Discounts for all direct connected alarms
Public liability cover to €1.5 Million
Accidental damage cover for contents
24 hour English-speaking emergency helpline
Earn up to 3 years NCD
Variable excess
Single article limit of €5,000
EuroHome Plus is fully compliant with all local taxes and
charges, and the regulatory and legal requirements of Spain.

Please Contact Your Local Ibex Representitive for quote on 964412803

Motor
insurance......
Motor insurance in Spain, Portugal and Gibraltar.
Spanish, Portuguese, Gibraltar and UK registered
vehicles Tailor-made motor cover underwritten by
certain underwriters at Lloyd’s, the World’s leading insurance market. Designed exclusively for
European expatriates with property in the Iberian
Peninsula.

Annual Green cards offered for:
Standard private cars
4x4’s
High value cars
Performance cars
Small vans
Motorhomes (TPO)
Standard Cover
Total loss - new replacement if less than
24 months old (comprehensive only)
• EU wide cover for visits up to 3 months
outside the Iberian Peninsular
• Windscreen replacement (up to 850€)
does not affect NCB
• Non standard accessories such as stereo equipment up to 500€
• Liability to Third Party Persons - 50€ Million per event
• Liability to Third Party Property 375,000€ per event
• Liability cover for trailers up to 750kg
• Optional Cover
• EU legal assistance and breakdown cover - 2 levels of cover
• Hire car cover in the event of an accident
• Protected NCD via referral
• Other Important Points
• Cover available on a Comprehensive or
Third Party Only (including Glass) basis
• Up to 60% NCD
• All documentation written in English
• Any driver between 30 and 70, or restricted driver options available
All cover and taxes in compliance with Span•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Repairing

Now is an ideal time to
carry out essential pool
maintenance involving the
structure, tiling and pipe
work etc.
I have encountered more
defective new pools (20092011), most probably due
to the recent building frenzy (now of course abruptly
halted) and a number of
factors including the use
of unskilled labour, ignorance of design essentials
(such as adequate reinforcement and sufficient
thickness of ‘gunite’ (pistol
applied waterproof concrete), and in many cases
inadequate
foundation
or retained ground stability (often involving fill). On
rare occasions I have also
discovered that pools have
actually been faked i.e. tile
finished with steps and all,
but over a ceramic block
structure only (i.e. with no
reinforced concrete) such
that when the new owner
finally fills it with water,
the structure fails (whilst
the builder has hopped
it with the money!). Many
people have pool leaks
(often putting the water
loss down to evaporation
alone) and are not aware
of more serious structural

problems, others accept
that there is slow leakage
but decide to live with it,
however it is important to
arrest such issues, as even a
slow leak through the pool wall
will cause long term corrosion
of the steel reinforcement and
often erosion of the substrates
which support the structure.
There are a number of different types of pool, for the
purpose of repairs we will
focus on the most common type of built pools
(‘de obra’) i.e. of block
and normally steel reinforced concrete construction. (Many water deposits
which are often later used
as pools are built in the
same way).
Most built pools are either
lined with ceramic tiles,
or painted with a special
pool paint. While some tile
replacement can be carried out underwater using special materials (see
below), most repairs are
best carried out with the
pool empty. Pools should
never be emptied or filled too
quickly as the structure will
move due to the significant
changes in pressure, (an average sized pool contains
around 70 metric tonnes
of water). Allow 48 hrs +

for both filling and emptying, and avoid leaving the
pool without water for long
periods. Once empty, first
carry out some checks to
decide on maintenance
needed.
You will probably be surprised by the depth of your
pool when empty as it appears more shallow when
full of water. Empty pools are
just as dangerous as full ones.
Protect them from children andtake care when
walking around the pool.

Main Checks
•Remove loose tiles to allow substrate to dry.
•Tap all fixed tiles with a
coin to establish if they
are still well keyed. You
will quickly note the difference in tap tone, between
a well fixed tile, and one
that has lost most of the
key, such that it is likely to
come loose soon. Also remove these poorly keyed
tiles.
•Check tile grout to see
that it is in good condition. Overtime the grout
between tiles will erode
and need renewing. (It
is a myth that re-grouting alone will stop leaks,

the pool waterproofing is
normally achieved via the
underlying structure or
‘tanking’ system (e.g. via a
water proof render).
•Check your bottom outlet
(‘sumidero’) to see that it
is well sealed to the pool
base. Older types (metal
or cement) are best replaced with plastic, especially if they connect
to old iron pipe work. As
pipe work is normally set
in the strong reinforced
concrete structure, it is
usually more practical to
run a new PVC pipe (of
smaller bore) within the
older iron pipe, effectively
using the iron pipe that
goes through the pool wall
as a duct. Many pool leaks
are due to failed pipe work
and outlet seals, rather
than the structure itself,
so make sure the condition of all pipes and seals
are checked properly before you assume the pool
itself is leaking (rust staining around the sumidero
is often a sign of leakage).
Also remove jet heads and
check that the junction
with the pool wall is well
sealed. Skimmers can
also leak and might need
re-sealing. Fortunately the
water pressure at jet and
skimmer level is so low
that leakage rate will be
slower. It is the ‘sumidero’
bottom outlet and lower
pipe work that will result in
fast water loss if leaking
•Check valves and filtration (occasionally poorly
closing valves, pump and
filter seals can result in
water loss and might need
replacement or re-sealing).
If you suspect the pool
structure is leaking via
visible cracks, all tiles
may need to be removed
to establish the location
of the leak (painted pools
will probably make crack
identification easy), while
a spot repair may be possible (see below), it might
be necessary to re-make
the pool structure e.g. with
reinforced ‘Gunite’ (‘Gunita’ in Spanish) or a tanking render or slurry coat
(see below). The guniting
is best carried out by a
specialist company and
will be costly because effectively it involves remak-

ing a pool within a pool.
Where ground conditions
have caused movement,
a new gunite structure
(unless very thick with
extra steel reinforcement)
might also fail, such that
piling or underpinning and
improved land drainage
measures might be needed before reinstatement
takes place. If your pool
is above ground you may
be able to see the location
of a leak (often evident
with green algae or lichen
growth on the outer wall,
or a hard white scale), but
leaks can be very difficult
to locate and water may
have tracked from a failed
area of the concrete structure to a different area of
the block surround before
emerging, so make sure
you inspect the pool thoroughly. If you don’t want
to remove tiles, you might
consider adding a liner. (A
specialist company can
normally line a built pool
with a plastic liner as used
for example in timber or
steel framed pools, (liners
are available in tiled effects too). It may be necessary to level the pool base
with sand to incorporate
some liner types).
•Major cracks or very sudden water loss, might
result from more serious structural failure e.g.
where steel reinforcement has corroded and
failed due to poor original
construction or ground
movement.
Inadequate
covering of the steel with
concrete and the wrong
concrete mix can allow
the pool water (and even
ground water), to gradually corrode the steel reinforcement, which is essential for strength. Even
if the pool is not obviously
leaking, evidence of significant cracking or structural movement should be
investigated before further
use, as pool failure can be
sudden and very dangerous especially if the pool
is located on a slope or
set entirely above ground.
Though a well built pool
will tolerate some substrate movement, many
pools crack when shrinkable substrates contract
in very dry weather (2006
was particularly dry).

Heavy rain can also wash
away substrates on steep
slopes . Unfortunately excessive movement may
well require rebuilding of
the pool, but minor seasonal movement (usually only causing hairline
cracking) can normally be
repaired provided that flexible products area used
•Electrics. Get an electrician to check the seals /
bulbs on pool lights. Never
turn these on when the
pool is empty as the high
temperature can cause
them to explode!

Materials to use:Spot tile replacement
Firstly, yes! there is a material available which lets
you stick tiles back in place
under water. It’s called
‘Sika Multikit’ and can be
purchased or ordered from
most builders merchants
that stock Sika products
(a similar two part epoxy
product called ‘Tufmix’
can also be used). Only
carry out submerged work
if it is close to the surface
(i.e. you can reach it by
hand), otherwise employ
a qualified scuba diver . In
all cases make sure you or
the repairer do not work
alone. It’s also sometimes
possible to add some of
the resin to the back of
the tile then carefully push
it into place with a long
pole, but you will need to
apply adequate pressure
from above to make sure
it beds down. Even if you
do opt for tile replacement
without emptying the
pool, you won’t be able to
grout around the tile and
other tiles may soon come
loose, so inspection and
works with the pool empty
is preferred.
When water is not present
and the substrate has
been allowed to dry, tiles
can be re-fixed using a
pistol applied adhesive
like Sika Bond T2 (apply
as a zigzag line then press
into place), this allows for
a very thin adhesive layer
such that the tile should
not stick out significantly
above others. Otherwise
use ‘weber.col plus’ as a
tile grout though you will
have to be sparing if you
want the reaffixed tile
to remain level with sur-
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your pool for summer
rounding tiles.

Tile re-grouting
The grout used for tile joints
is often not the same as
the sub grout (though Weber.col plus is OK for both
fixing and jointing). To regrout a pool, firstly clean
the pool with ‘Piscinet’,
applied via a pressurised
spray. Gloves, mask and
protective clothing should
be worn and manufacturer’s safety precautions
followed as the chemical
vapour can build up in the
pool area, plus the product
burns. After ten minutes
this can be hosed or power washed away with clean
water, which will normally
reveal super clean tiles
and tile joints.
Once dry the pool can be
re-grouted using ‘weber.
col plus’ or ‘weber.color
premium’. There are 16
types of weber.col grouts
so don’t be fobbed off at
the builder’s merchant
with the wrong one. These
two are both resistant to
pool chemicals and specifically designed for use
in pools.

Sealing outlets
All new PVC outlets should
first be ‘keyed’ and sand
‘blinded’ before installation, to ensure that a watertight bond between plastic
and cement is achieved.
To do this the plastic surfaces which will be in contact with the cement surround should be painted
with plumbers PVC ‘cola’,
and the painted surface

should be sprinkled with
sharp builders sand while
still wet, then left to fully
dry. The cola will melt the
PVC slightly and the sand
will create a rough surface
for the cement to key to.
Use ‘Sika Monotop’ or
equivalent ‘mortero impermeabilizante’ to bed
in new outlets and seal
around pipes etc. This is
a quick drying water proof
mortar which normally
only needs water adding
(it looks like plain cement,
but don’t add sand). Otherwise use a strong cement/
sand, mortar mix incorporating ‘Sikacim impermeabilizante’ or ‘sika1’ (mixed
with the water first!). In
both cases, use a relatively wet mix to ensure that
the outlet is well sealed
and all air tracts / voids
are eliminated. Allow at
least 10mm of space between the finished cement
and the tile base level and
seal with two coats of ‘Weber Imperflex’. Once dry
add an adhesive layer of
‘weber.col dur’ or ‘weber.
col plus’ tile grout, then
tile round the outlet and
re-grout with ‘weber.color
premium’

Repairing structural
cracks and isolated
leaks
Complete re-tanking is
likely to be far more successful and long lasting
than spot repairs, but as a
cost effective option, spot
repairs might be attempted first.
Tap the entire surface with

a coin to locate areas of
render that have lost their
key (normally present
around evident cracks).
Remove these entire areas of tiling and adhesive,
ready for repair.
For mechanical damage
(i.e. not ongoing movement related), treat any
exposed steel reinforcement with ‘weber FR’ then
use ‘weber.tec imperstop’
to repair cracks or holes
in the concrete structure.
This can also be used on
the outside wall of the
pool to stop an active i.e.
wet leak, without emptying the pool, but bear in
mind, ultimately the leak
must be stopped from
within the pool to prevent
long term damage to the
steel reinforced structure.

Information provided by Mark Paddon

Crack Repair
(where ongoing movement
is probable)
Remove localised tiles,
grind out evident cracks
in a ‘dove tail’ form to
15mm depth. Fully dry the
cracks (with gas torch if
required) and vacuum out
any debris. Deep fill the
cracks by injecting ‘SikaSwell S-2’ (only first 5mm
of dovetail and into the
deeper crack itself). Once
dry (24 hrs), fill remaining 10mm of dovetail with
‘Sika Flex 11FC’. In some
cases specialist stitching
with carbon fibre strips
can be incorporated at
this stage (this is a highly
specialist operation which
should be carried out under guidance from the sur-

veyor), the material is expensive but suited where
the client wishes to try and
avoid the need for a whole
ne Gunite structure. If the
pool has 90 degree corners, these might best be
softened into a curve with
a ‘weber hormirep’ angle
fillet prior to tiling (which
will also make cleaning
easier). Once cured (min
24 hrs) apply two coats of
‘Weber imperflex’ or ‘Sika
Monotop 107 Seal’ tanking slurry to an area of
minimum width of 40cm
and incorporating an antialkaline mesh ‘Sika Armatex 99’ (over the removed
tile areas and over the
repaired crack). Once dry
(48 hrs) refix terrazzo tiles
to match using the same
‘Weber.col plus’. Allow 48
dry hrs before refilling.

Repainting
If your pool is paint finish only, use two coats
of ‘Sika guard Piscinas’
or other high quality pool
paint or similar to repaint.
(The first coat should be
watered down 25%) Older
paints should be sand
blasted off prior to application and re-tanking with
the ‘imperflex’ product de-

tailed above.
Allow all materials to dry
(3 days). Before slowly refilling (see below).
Avoid the pool remaining
empty as much as possible by planning the work
well ahead. Ideally as
soon as the pool is empty, clean and commence
work such that everything
is completed in under a
week. Avoid works in very
cold or very hot periods,
which can cause further
loss of tile key and shrinkage cracking.
Re-fill the pool slowly (min
48hrs) starting with a
hose at the bottom of the
pool (initial water splash
can cause tile key loss).
Make sure any work related dust, grout etc is sent
to ‘waste’ before putting
the filter in operation.
If in doubt consult an
experienced repairer to
carry out the appropriate
works. All pools should be
assessed individually and
depending and the nature of defects will dictate
if cost effective salvage
works are worthwhile attempting or if a whole new
structure is required. For
this reason it is well worth

a survey inspection in
order that proper professional diagnosis is made
and money is not wasted
with ‘have a go’ builder
repairs.
Regular checks and maintenance when your pool is
free of water, will normally
help to ensure a very long
life for the all important
steel reinforced structure.
People new to pool ownership should remember
that the pool water level
will go down due to evaporation particularly in the
summer months (e.g. by
up to 1cm per day). So
what appears to be a very
slow leak is not always the
case.
NB:- Information for advice
purposes only. Proper safety
precautions should be taken
and legal procedures followed when carrying out all
works.
Information provided by
Mark Paddon BSc Hons
Building Surveying. MCIOB.
CAAT. Structural Surveys in
Valencia – Alicante - Murcia
. www.surveysspain.com T:
962807247 M: 653733066
. Free 15 page property
buyer’s guide and advice
available via e-mail request
to markpaddon@terra.es

© Mark Paddon 2011
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1 Dash. Charcoal cable
wrap cardi, £99, navy
leggings, £20. 2 Viyella.
Gold tweed trimmed pencil
skirt, £120. 3 Fifty Plus.
Cobalt blue wide leg jersey
trousers, from £30. 4 Fifty
Plus. Print maxi dress, from
£50. 5 CC (formerly Country
Casuals). Tapered fashion
trouser, £95. 6 CC (formerly
Country Casuals). Lace print
tunic, £79. 7 Marks &
Spencer. Pink floral belted
dress, £49.50. 8 Dune. Betsy
jelly shoe-style pink ballerina
pump, £25. 9 Jane Norman.
Mock croc kitten heels, £26.
10 Matalan. Red blazer, £28.
11 ASOS. Curve rose bunch
flute sleeve dress, £45.
12 ISME. Floral short
sleeved shirt, £22.
13 Eastex. Green
jumper with bow, £52,
mid-green flat front trousers,
£72. 14 Gallery. 60s shift
colourblock dress, £38.
15 Bonmarché. David Emanuel
border print skirt, £25.

Age can not wither her
All photography courtesy of PRshots
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he fashion pages often seem stuffed with images of clothes
that just don’t appeal to those over the age of 40. Mini skirts
and high heels are just not our thing, but that doesn’t mean
we’ve lost our eye for fashion, far from it. Fortunately there are
some great shops around that stock on-trend items that any age
group can wear with pride.
Fifty Plus has a gorgeous range of items, but the one that really
grabbed our attention was the cobalt blue jersey trousers with
their flattering wide legs – the colour will ensure you don’t fade
into the background. For those who prefer a more subtle palette
CC (formerly Country Casuals) has some stunning tapered
trousers in this season’s favourite shade, neutral.
For those who want to flash a bit of leg this summer,
Bonmarché has a very pretty floral skirt, or for a more formal look
Viyella’s tweed pencil skirt is hard to beat. There are some lovely
dresses around at the moment too, with M&S showing its
continuing commitment to design with a belted dress that has

T

15

retro-undertones and reflects 2011’s love affair with all things
floral. Continuing the floral theme is another fabulous piece from
Fifty Plus – a black maxi dress with a butterfly motif. For special
nights out then relive the 60s with Dunnes shift with its crisp
blocks of colour, or go for smart trousers and Matalan’s well-cut
red blazer, a snip at £28.
For day-to-day wear go to Eastex where natural tones of green
and grey can be found in their tops and trousers, and Dash has
a wonderful charcoal, cable-knit cardigan that is perfect for
wrapping up in on cool spring evenings. Tunics are also a good
purchase as they add colour to an outfit while covering up the
upper arms, an area that irritatingly is often given to showing our
age. Asos.com, isme and CC are good places to hunt for these.
On the shoe front we are rather taken with Dune’s pretty pink
slippers, and Jane Norman has some elegant heels that will
enhance most outfits, proving that we may not be a fashionobsessed teen anymore, but we still have style, and plenty of it.
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1. Which famous singer was
considered for the part of
TV detective Columbo
ahead of then little-known
Peter Falk?
2. In which US city did the
electronic dance music
known as House
originate?
3. What was the speckled
band in the Sherlock
Holmes story of that title?
4. What Italian dessert is
made with egg yolks
beaten into Marsala wine?
5. Whose semiautobiographical novel,
The Way Of All Flesh, was
published in 1903?

6. What nickname was
given to singer Harry
Belafonte when he
popularised Caribbean
music in the 1950s?
7. How many cavalrymen
took part in the Charge
Of The Light Brigade in
1854?
8. What is the poetic
name for Ireland?
9. What two disciplines
comprise the biathlon
event of the Winter
Olympics?
10. What instrument is the
largest member of the
modern violin family?

Harry Belafonte –
see Question 6
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PREVIOUS SOLUTION: 1 Hat-making; 2 Parkinson’s disease; 3 Crossing the street without regard
for traffic; 4 Yeast extract; 5 Moidore; 6 Psychiatry; 7 A European bird of the bunting family; 8
Robert Browning; 9 Jim Magilton; 10 Kyoto.
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EACH number in our Cross Code grid represents a
different letter of the alphabet. You have three letters
in the control grid to start you off. Enter them in the
appropriate squares in the main grid, then use your
knowledge of words to work out which letters should
go in the missing squares.
As you get the letters, fill in other squares with the
same number in the main grid and control grid. Check
off the alphabetical list of letters as you identify them.

THE EQUALISER

HOW many words of four
letters or more can you make
from this Nonagram? Each
word must use the central
letter, and each letter may be
used only once. At least one
word using all nine letters can
be found.

M E K
R A A
E C L

PLACE a different arithmetical sign
(add, subtract, multiply, divide) in
each circle so that the total of each
line across and down is the same.
Perform the first calculation in each line first and
ignore the mathematical law which says you
should always perform division and multiplication
before addition and subtraction.

7

Guidelines: 45 Good; 50 Very Good; 55 Excellent.
Any word found in the Concise Oxford Dictionary (Tenth Edition) is
eligible with the following exceptions: proper nouns; plural nouns,
pronouns and possessives; third person singular verbs; hyphenated
words; contractions and abbreviations; vulgar slang words; variant
spellings of the same word (where another variant is also eligible).
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PREVIOUS
SOLUTION:
(1) Across – Tarts; Urged; Badly. Down – Thumb; Rigid; Sadly.
(2) Across – Women; Roman; Yo-yos. Down – Worry; Mummy; Nines.

PREVIOUS SOLUTION:
concur; CONSTRUCT; conus; cornu; count; court; crocus;
crust; curst; curt; nous; occur; onus; oust; roust; rout; runt;
rust; scour; scout; scut; snout; sour; stour; stout; strut;
stucco; stun; stunt; torus; tour; tout; trout; trust; turn; tutor;
unco; unto.

WORD PYRAMID
SPELL out a 15-letter word or
phrase by moving from one
chamber to another within
the pyramid. You may
only enter each of the
T
chambers once and
may only proceed
through openings in
U
the walls. The first
letter may appear
T
P
in any of the
chambers.
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PREVIOUS SOLUTION: Clockwise from
top left – divide; subtract; multiply; add.
Total: 9.
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3
9
4

7
9
1
6
3
4
8
5
2

Hard
8
4
9
1
7
6
2
3
5

2
6
7
5
9
3
4
1
8

2
5

2

6
2
9 4

7
8

5

6

8
9
10
13

17

13

18

11
14

15

14

15

18

16
20

19

12

20

21

21

22
23

24
24

ACROSS

DOWN

3. The world’s greatest
swimmer (4,5)
7. One of eight who is
quarrelsome? (5)
8. Exaggerated about being
in the red (9)
9. No age maybe for port (5)
10. In plain language I’m
returning in expectation
(7)
13. Dig deep and find 55 in
the river (5)
14. Man who is into moral
philosophy (5)
16. Two articles by one man
or another (5)
17. Greta at disorderly yacht
race meeting (7)
21. The spirit of Russia (5)
22. Unusually fine story, too
overwhelming to be
expressed in words (9)
23. Understanding one of five
faculties (5)
24. Careless Nigel confused a
man (9)

1. Senior officer of vessel I
read about (9)
2. Sparkling for a very short
time (9)
3. Wider and more tolerant
perhaps (7)
4. In which one is mistaken
(5)
5. Arm he dislocated in area
strictly reserved for women
(5)
6. Man in the Outer Hebrides
(5)
10. Dance with Dot to make a
fancy pattern (5)
11. Indiscreet, saucy redhead
inside (9)
12. Do a gentle movement
that had been extended (9)
15. Trev has arranged the
festival (7)
18. Bondsman? (5)
19. Allowed to be beheaded –
how terrible (5)
20. Nasal sound of a plucked
string? (5)

QUICK CROSSWORD
1

2

3

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

9

10
10

11

12

13
14

15

18
20

17

19
21

21

22

24

23
26

16

24

25

27
28

30

Hard

2 3 5
8
7
1
7
1
3 6
4
5
3
4
2 9 8
3
1
8
9
1 5 4
3

4

29

Easy

4 6
3 2

3

PREVIOUS
SOLUTION: came;
avid; mire; Eden.

THERE is just one simple rule in Sudoku. Each row and each column must contain the
numbers 1 to 9, and so must each 3 x 3 box. This is a logic puzzle, and you should not need to guess.
PREVIOUS
SOLUTIONS:
Easy

3

8

USING all 16 letters of the phrase
above, form four words each of four
letters which will fit in the grid to form
a magic square in which the words
can be read both
horizontally and
vertically.

N

2

8

MAGIC SQUARE
GORGEOUS
WREN RUNS

PREVIOUS SOLUTION: Civilian clothes.

SUDOKU

1
2

10

FIVE ALIVE
HERE are two
miniature fivesquare crosswords
using the same
grid – but the
letters have been
mixed up. You
have to work out
which letters
belong to which
crossword.

0
1

PREVIOUS SOLUTION:
1

12

3

2

7

Quiz Challenge

24

11

4
21

21

12

25

23

21

21

7

21

23

20

23

8

4

15

15

21

10
2

19

15

16

21
17

15
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CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

No. 1543

CROSS CODE

October 2010

Tel 902733622

3

1
4 1
1
7

8

ACROSS

DOWN

1. Conjecture (7)
8. Bewilder (7)
9. Faultless (7)
10. Reckoned (7)
11. Bureaucracy (3,4)
14. Allow (3)
16. Tangle (4)
18. Bill of fare (4)
19. Give out (4)
20. Large jug (4)
21. Information (slang) (3)
23. Useful implement (7)
26. Have within (7)
28. Joining (7)
29. Madman (7)
30. Small axe (7)

1. Isolate (8)
2. Trimmed (5)
3. Musical drama (5)
4. Course at dinner (6)
5. Cut (4)
6. Obvious (7)
7. Second-hand (4)
12. Row (4)
13. Stopper (4)
15. Canvas shelter (4)
16. Large oven (4)
17. Dusk (8)
18. Significance (7)
22. Castrated male (6)
24. Expel from property (5)
25. Rustling sound (5)
26. Visit (4)
27. Prefix denoting self (4)

PREVIOUS CROSSWORD SOLUTIONS:

7
3

9
8

2
4
5

1

CRYPTIC: Across – 1 Small-time; 8 Cake; 9 Institute; 11 Editor; 12 Twelve; 13
Remember; 16 Crusader; 20 Jurors; 21 Roller; 23 Nutritive; 24 Flat; 25 Promenade.
Down – 2 Menswear; 3 Little; 4 Tethered; 5 Mate; 6 Cantab; 7 Terror; 10 Edge; 14
Marjoram; 15 Engraved; 16 Carafe; 17 Unload; 18 Amen; 19 Proton; 22 Ruhr.
QUICK: Across – 1 Advertise; 9 Untrue; 10 Epic; 11 Rind; 12 Gurgle; 13 Serpent;
16 Tree; 17 Gale; 18 Fur; 20 Top; 21 Heed; 23 Mast; 25 Referee; 26 Thwart; 29
Ooze; 30 Idea; 31 Raisin; 32 Destroyer.
Down – 2 Dapper; 3 Escape; 4 Throng; 5 Sung; 6 End-user; 7 Brig; 8 Celebrate; 13
Statutory; 14 Reap; 15 Taper; 18 Fear; 19 Thyroid; 22 Defeat; 23 Mexico; 24 Severe;
27 Wail; 28 Tone.
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exchange
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SPANISH FOR

The dictionary definition of a
xenophobe is a person who
fears all things foreign,,,,,,,,
especially foreign languages.

XENOPHOBES
This article is for a different type of Spanish
learner. The type of person who sees him or
herself in a country of foreigners and who
sometimes needs to speak to the natives
about something or other and who finds a nation of people who can’t speak English a real
inconvenience and down right uncivilized .
This method that has been especially invented for them. You will learn in this short course
such valuable phrases as “Do you have a garlic free zone” and “your donkey is standing
on my foot”. Here is a short guide on how to
use this new and exciting concept in language
learning.
Phrases are given in English. Then the Spanish in italics. Then the Spanish pronunciation for the English tongue is set out in bold
type and between brackets. The faster you
say the words in bold type, the bolder you will
become, and thus convince the natives that
what they are hearing is in fact their own language. (Note that confidence is of paramount
importance here if you can’t be understood
by a Spanish person don’t think it is because
of your pronunciation it is probably because
they are deaf so shouting is a good option).
Spoken Spanish varies everywhere. In Galicia
the accents are clear, in Andalucia confused
and, within Andalucia that spoken in Granada
is different to that spoken in Seville. For example, the Spanish for fish is pescado (pess
ka doe).In parts of Andalucia they say pecao
(peck cow) it is best to carry on regardless.
Here are some essential sentences you might
not be able to mime however even these can
be mimed with a little practise and miming is
often a very good option when you are trying
to get your point across to the natives.
•I am allergic to peanuts –prawns-nitro glycerine
Soy alérgico a los cacahuetes –las gambas
–la nitro glicerina.
(soy / al air hee co /ah /loss/cack ah wet ess
–lass gam bass –la/ knee tro /glee serene
ah.)
•I have lost one of my contact lenses.
He perdido una de mis lentillas
(Heh /pair dee doe /oon ah /de /mees /len
tea yass)
•It fell in the paella
Se cayó en la paella
(Seh /kah yo / en / la /pie eh yah)
•Where is the nearest garage for repairs?
¿Dónde está el garage con taller más próximo?
(Don deh /ess tah / ell / gar rah eh /con /tah
ee air /mas /proxy mo)
•How long will it take?
¿Cuánto tardara?
(Coo one toe /tar dar rah)

•How long!
¡cuanto!
(coo one toe!)
•What the hell are you hooting at!
Deja de tocar el pito!
(De ha / deh /toe car /ell pee to)
This actually translates to,” stop playing the
horn”. Pito also means willy!
•I´ve just been there and they told me to come
here.
Acabo de estar allí y me dijieron que viniese
aquí.
(Ack ah boe / de /ess tar /ay ee / meh / dee
Heron /keh / vee knee ess eh /ah key)
•At the Barber’s in Seville.
El Barbero de Sevilla
(Ell /Bar bay roe /de / se vee yah)
•Were you trained as a hairdresser in the army?
¿Fuiste entrenado como peluquero en la
mili?
(Foo east teh / en tren ah doe / kom oh / pell
loo keh roe / en / la/ mee lee )
•Could your children play somewhere else?
¿Podrían vuestros niños jugar en otra parte?
(Pod ree an /voo est ross /knee yoss / who
gar / en /oat rah / party)
•What spectacular fireworks!
Que fuegos artificiales tan espectaculares.
(Keh /foo egg oss / art tee see ah lez / tan
/es speck tack coo la rez )
•Don’t worry my hair is only a little singed.
No se precoupe,me pelo solo está un poco
quemado.
(No /seh /pray ock coop eh / mee / pello /
solo /ess tah /oon /poke oh /keh ma doe )
A BIT OF GRAMMAR
In English the question “Are you alone?” can
be asked of a boy or a girl. In Spanish the
question has two versions.
Está solo (for a boy)
Está sola (for a girl)
Should you be male and get them wrong by
asking “Estás sola?”
Of another man you could be in deep trouble!
Last of all the most used word in the Spanish language is mañana for it not only means
tomorrow, but also some time tomorrow. The
day after that, Next week. Next month. Next
year. Best think in terms of the next few decades.
So if you feel speaking English to speak Spanish is your type of course you can learn more
important pieces of information by reading
the books published by Oval books,

Spicy Vegan Hot Cross Buns

National Vegetarian Week (NVW) 2011 takes place from Monday 23 May to Sunday 29 May
Ingredients Serves 4
350g strong plain flour
1 tsp ground mixed spice
1 tsp ground cinnamon
1 tsp grated nutmeg
1 sachet easy-blend yeast
25g caster sugar
75g currants

Method
In a large bowl mix the flour, spices, yeast,
sugar, currants, mixed peel and lemon rind.
Make a well in the centre and add the melted
margarine and some of the warmed milk. Mix
until a soft dough is formed, adding more milk
if necessary.
Turn out the dough onto a floured surface and
knead for about 10 minutes. Place in an oiled
bowl, cover with cling film and leave in a warm
place until doubled in size. (1-2 hours). Meanwhile to make the crosses, rub the margarine
into the flour and add enough water to bind.

More by Connie at www.thetraderonline.es

Author: Drew Launay
Price: £4.99
ISBN: 978-1-906042-48-6

©Connie. The Chiva English Centre

ADVERTISE CALL 618329511

25g mixed peel, chopped
finely grated rind of one lemon
75g vegan margarine, melted
175ml soya milk, warmed
For the Crosses:
50g plain flour
25g vegan margarine
Water Glaze
Roll out the pastry quite thinly then cut into
thin strips. Once the dough has doubled in
size, knock it down and knead for 5 minutes.
Divide into 12 pieces, roll each piece into a
ball and leave on a greased baking tray. Leave
to rise again for about 30 mins. To make the
glaze heat the water and sugar in a pan until the sugar dissolves. Leave to cool. Glaze
each bun and top with pastry crosses. Bake
at 180°C/350°F/Gas Mark 4 for about 20
minutes or until golden.
Copyright The Vegetarian Society © 2001

Pommes Anna with Eggs and Rocket and Walnut Pesto
Serves 4
Preparation time: 10 – 15 minutes
Cooking time: 1 hour and 15 minutes
Ingredients
1.25kg Jersey Royal new potatoes, peeled
50g wild rocket, washed
35g shelled walnuts
25g flaked almonds

Method

Author: Drew Launay
Price: £3.99
ISBN-10 & ISBN-13: 1-903096-19-7

September
2010
APRIL
2011

Preheat the oven to 200C / 400F / Gas
mark 6. Grease a 20 - 25cm square ovenproof dish.
Slice the new potatoes quite thinly. Divide
the slices between the dishes in 2 or 3 layers, sprinkling each layer with a pinch of salt,
a grind of pepper, using 1 ½ tsp of the rosemary for all the layers. Use 2 tsp of the stock
powder to make up some stock with 250ml
boiling water. Pour this over the potatoes so
that the stock comes about half way up the
potatoes.
Use a little of the oil to brush the top of the
potatoes. Cover tightly with foil and bake in
the oven for about 50 minutes until the potatoes are soft. Remove the foil and return to
the oven for another 5-10 minutes to colour
the top slightly.
Meanwhile, put the rocket, walnuts, al-

1 - 2 cloves garlic, crushed
100ml sunflower oil
2 tsp white wine vinegar
4 tsp stock powder
3 tsp very finely chopped rosemary
8 free range eggs
Season to taste
monds, garlic, oil, vinegar and remaining
stock powder and rosemary into a liquidizer
and blend until you have a soft paste consistency.
When the potatoes are cooked, poach the
eggs in a poacher. Serve the eggs on top
of each portion of potatoes, with the pesto
either spooned on each side of the eggs, or
in a separate small bowl for each person.
Copyright © The Vegetarian Society 2007.

ANUNCIO LLAMA 618329511
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Snooker – World Championships

Saturday 16 April 2.30-4.30pm BBC ONE

The Grand National

When Piers Met Andrew Lloyd Webber

Saturday 9 April. 1.00-5.10pm BBC ONE

Saturday 9th April, 9.10pm

Clare Balding presents the world’s greatest steeplechase, The Grand National, from
Aintree. Forty horses and jockeys line up at
4.15pm to tackle the fearsome fences at the
world-famous racecourse in Liverpool. Last
year, the greatest jump jockey in history, Tony
McCoy, won the historic race for the first time.
Can the BBC Sports Personality Of The Year
win it again?

Piers Morgan meets Andrew Lloyd Webber in
a revealing accessall-areas documentary. As
Piers delves deep into Lloyd Webber’s life, he
finds out what it is like to be married to the
genius – and also what it is like to work for
him.

Mamma Mia! *Saturday 9th April, 7pm
Network premiere of the smashhit film adapted from the successful stage show based on
the songs of Abba.

Lewis Sunday 10th April, 8pm
The new series of the acclaimed police drama
continues with an episode in which the members of a prestigious college are shocked by a
string of brutal murders.

Paul O’Grady Live Friday 15th April, 9pm
Paul O’Grady returns for a brand new series
of his Friday night entertainment show.

Baboons with Bill Bailey
Friday 15th April, 8pm Comedian and wildlife
lover Bill Bailey presents the second episode
of his fascinating and hilarious series about
the baboons which live just south of Cape

The Cube Sunday 10th April, 7pm
Phillip Schofield presents another new episode of the nail-bitingly tense gameshow.
To bag the massive £250,000 prize, hopeful
contenders must successfully complete a series of tasks inside a large Perspex cube.

Smugglers
Tuesday 12th April, 9pm The second of two
programmes looking at smuggling in the UK
follows Border Agency officers as they seize a
huge consignment of drugs at Harwich, a port
of choice for organised crime gangs.

Ray * Sunday 10th April, 9pm
Jamie Foxx gives an Oscar-winning performance as legendary musician Ray Charles in
this acclaimed biopic. Classic songs featured
in the film include Hit the Road Jack, Unchain
My Heart and Georgia On My Mind.

Cricket: DLF Indian Premier League
Live * All week, times vary See ITV 4

ITV unveils Royal Wedding coverage
The Royal Wedding
ITV1, Friday 29th April
Julie Etchingham, presenter of ITV News at
Ten and ITV1’s Tonight Programme, and ITV’s
Phillip Schofield will anchor The Royal Wedding special from 8.30am.
Mary Nightingale will be reporting live from
Westminster Abbey as guests arrive. Linking in to the studio, Alastair Stewart will be
waiting for the first glimpse of Kate Middleton
leaving her Central London location as a commoner and heading to Westminster Abbey for
the marriage ceremony where she will join
the Royal Family.
Senior Correspondent James Mates will lead
live commentary of events inside the Abbey.
Tom Bradby - who conducted the only interview given by the couple following their engagement - will give an insider’s insight into
the life of William and Kate after their marriage.
Mark Austin will be located on The Mall, soaking up the atmosphere of the crowds as the
wedding procession passes by, along with Geraint Vincent; while Nina Hossain will join the
celebrations at a live screening in London’s
Hyde Park.
Other programming:
Broadcast in the week leading up to the Royal
Wedding, When Kate Met William charts and
compares the upbringings and stories so far
of two young people destined to become the
world’s most famous couple. The documentary hears from those who know Kate Middleton and Prince William to find out how this
captivating royal love story came about.
When Kate Met William is a Shiver production
for ITV1.
ITV1 Daytime will be building up to the big
day with three days of specially-themed live
programming across Daybreak, Lorraine,
This Morning and Loose Women. Adrian
Chiles, Christine Bleakley, Lorraine Kelly, Phillip Schofield, Ruth Langsford, and the Loose
Women will gear the nation up to the marriage of William and Kate; with a host of wedding themed celebrations, interviews, news
and features across the ITV1 mornings from
26 - 28 April.

GARDENING HINTS AND TIPS

Formula 1 – Malaysian Grand Prix

Sunday 10 April 8.00-11.15am BBC ONE
Jake Humphrey is in Malaysia for the second
race of the season Jake Humphrey is the host
for the Malaysian Grand Prix, the second race
of the 2011 Formula 1 season.

The Story Of Vaisakhi

Sunday 10 April 1.15-1.45pm BBC One
In April 2011, cities across the UK will play
host to huge, colourful and joyous parades
celebrating the Sikh festival of Vaisakhi. BBC
One explores the significance of this festival, the most important day of the year for
the Sikh community, and discovers how its
sacred teachings lay down the blueprint for
Sikhs’ distinctive and unique visual identity.

Britain’s Next Big Thing Ep 1/7

Tuesday 12 April 8.00-9.00pm BBC TWO
Theo Paphitis searches for Britain’s Next Big
Thing Retailers are always on the lookout for
the next big thing and, in this new series, the
buying teams of high street giants Boots,
Habitat and Liberty are prepared to take an
enormous gamble by asking members of the
public to supply them with their next best-selling products.

Life Of Riley – Boyfriend Ep 1/8

Wednesday 13 April 8.30-9.00pm BBC ONE
Caroline Quentin and Neil Dudgeon reprise
their roles as multi-tasking mother Maddy
and stoical father Jim Riley as Life Of Riley returns for a third, eight-part series. Some time
has passed since the last visit to the chaotic
and colourful Riley household. Baby Rosie is
now two and about to begin playgroup, and
the teen triumvirate of Katy, Danny and Ted
are embarking on their own new relationships.

Hazel Irvine presents coverage of the Snooker World Championships from Sheffield It’s
day one of the Snooker World Championship
in Sheffield and defending champion Neil
Robertson begins his campaign against rising
star Judd Trump. There’s an all-Welsh clash
between Mark Williams and Ryan Day, and
2008 finalist Ali Carter faces qualifier Dave
Harold.

Formula 1 – Chinese Grand Prix

Sunday 17 April 7.00-10.15am BBC ONE
Jake Humphrey presents live coverage of the
Chinese Grand Prix.

London Marathon 2011

Sunday 17 April 10.15am-2.00pm BBC ONE

Sue Barker presents live coverage of the 31st
London Marathon Sue Barker hosts continued live coverage of the 31st London Marathon (catch starting-line action on BBC Two
from 8.30am).

NEW FOR APRIL 2011
The Story Of Jesus Ep 1/2
Day and time to be confirmed BBC ONE
Reconstruction of Jesus (Selva Rasalingam,
centre) in the synagogue revealing he is the
one referred to in Isaiah’s prophesy
A group of the world’s leading Biblical experts
investigates the true meaning behind the
2,000-year-old story of Jesus, the historical
figure and the inspiration for over two billion
Christians.

The Baby Born In A Concentration
Camp
Day and time to be confirmed BBC ONE (Title
change 1 April)
To mark the Jewish festival of Passover, The
Baby Born In A Concentration Camp tells the
remarkable story of Anka, a young Jewish
woman who not only survived the horrors of
the Holocaust, but did so with a baby girl – to
whom she had given birth in a concentration
camp.

Eurovision 2011

Semi-Finals: 10th and 12th May (BBC Three)
Final: Sat 14th May (BBC One/BBC One HD).

By Clodagh and Dick Handscombe. Holistic gardeners and authors
living in Spain for 25 years.

GETTING THE SOIL PREPARED
The major annual planting season is
coming up. What success you have will
depend to a large extent on three
things.
1. That you purchase plants appropriate to the microclimate of your garden
We say garden and not area as gardens
two hundred metres apart on a south
facing hillside can be frost free or white
for several weeks a year – the lower garden normally getting the frost. Your garden in Spain includes charts describing
some 400 plants and their draught and
frost resistances to help you make wise
choices.
2. That you are not tempted to buy plants
too early before the night temperatures
have warmed up, especially if the plants

are imported and hot house raised.
3.
That you prepare the soil and in
the case of trees the planting holes before planting. Now is the time to start to
dig out compost from the compost heap,
buy bags of dried manure from the local agricultural cooperative, and buy a
box of TerraCottem water retaining gel/
soil improver to mix into your soil to improve its fertility, moisture holding and
drainage properties If you are starting
a new garden invest in a five or ten kilo
box. Purchased direct from the distributor via www.terravida.com. The website
gives you in English all the technical information you will need. The University of
Almeria has indicated that TerraCottem
can reduce watering needs by 50 to 70

perecent.
The use of TerraCottem is recommended
in Clodagh and Dick’s books Your Garden in Spain, Growing HealthyVegetables
in Spain, Growing Healthy Fruit in Spain
and Apartment Gardening Mediterranean Style.

If you do not live near a bookshop the
books can be obtained via the internet
from, Angloinfo Spain, Santana Books,
Bookworld and Amazon etc..
© Clodagh and Dick Handscombe www.
gardeninginspain.com April 2011
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XATIVA, VALENCIA
285,000

ONTINYENT, VALENCIA
289.000

•
•
•
•

Fantastic Villa with 4 bedrooms on a plot of
18,000m2. Minutes from the village and 30 minutes from Gandia and the beach. Investmnt opportunity for a place n the sun or holiday rental
business.

Mr & Mrs Norwood
(0034) 962293271 699758557.

Set in plot of 5000m2 with
497m2 of construction.
Looking for something unique and special
in a property contact 634153664

•
•

Multiple green houses , fitted with solar
and water systems,
Mains power throughout in addition to a
solar energy installation system.

MURCIA
RODA GOLF & BEACH RESORT

Large property tastefully reformed
to high standard, Lots of extras.
Must be seen
3 Bedrooms, Reception ,
Lounge, American style kitchen with
Island, Pool Bar.
Office, Garages Store. 2 pools

Susan Tel 634153664

Resale opportunity of a 3 bedroom home
with 2 bathrooms and private terrace. Floor
area of 95 m². Ground floor property with
private underground car park and storage
room included in the price. Communal
swimming pools and lifts.

ONTINYENT . Casa Sirrah, 10,000m2 plot.
Landscaped gardens, private forest area,
large Driveway parking for 5+ cars, almond
orchard, 10 x 5 filtered pool. On two levels,
down stairs, 2 bedroom Bathroom, American style kitchen dinner lounge. Upper level
4 bedrooms, Kitchen breakfast room. Large
lounge and terrace. Bathroom. swimming
pool 10 x 5 filtered with Roman steps. Valued at 475,000 –asking Price 320,000€ Tel
00447540226778

PLA DE CORALS VALENCIA
490,000

APRIL 2011

www.thespanishpropertyshop.com

PRIVATE PROPERTY
BELLUS, VALENCIA
189,000

October 2010

Tel 902733622

Tel Vincens 696 476 429

WE ARE NOT AN ESTATE AGENT - The Spanish Property Shop
provides marketing to property sellers, so prospective buyers
can contact you direct. Call for more details 618329511
or email lou @thespanishpropertyshop.com

Alcossebre/Peniscola 159,000

ONTINYENT 225,000

PRETTY VILLA in Ontinyent. 5000 metre plot
with lovely views. Three double bedrooms, two bathrooms,( one ensuite) Large (9 x 5 metre) filtered pool
and landscaped gardens. Main line telephone and internet. Convenient for town, but in peaceful countryside Price 225.000 Euros - Negotiable. K A Walker.
Tel: 962386126 Mob 690381084

5 bed country house with pool and garage.150 mt
house on 7000 mt plot. Various trees:olive fruit and
palm. Indoor and outdoor bbq. Large covered terrase
and patio,plenty of pace for al fresco dinning. Solar
power so no electricity bills. 10 mins drive to beach
and large town with supermarkets and comercial centers 2 mins to village with medical center, supermarket,
banks and a weekly market. Large garage suitable for
convertion. Tel 698201986

GANDIA 170,000

TWO FULLY FURNISHED DETACHED VILLAS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE. Situated in real
de Gandia. Main villa 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom,
Kitchen dining room. Lounge. Detached casita has 2
bedrooms. Bathroom, kitchen - dinner and Lounge.
Ready to live in. All mains electric. TV and telephone. Reduced to 170,000 Euros. Contact Rita
962951391 or 646365292

Call as often as you like with our Unlimited call
packages to UK & EU Landlines.
ADSL INTERNET PACKAGE
+ FREE CALLS to Landlines in Spain unlimited*......................
Plus Line Rental.......................................................................

45,93€ p/month
13,97€ p/month
UNLIMITED calls to UK, USA, EU** Landlines optional 5.00€ p/month
Total Package .................................................. 64,90€ p/month
Included as standard in this package: FIXED IP. FAX 2 EMAIL/ EMAIL 2 FAX, FREE WIFI ROUTER.

UNLIMITED Calls to UK + EU Landlines***
UNLIMITED Calls to Spanish Landlines
Call for details on our package for calls to USA

24.00
€ p/month

Contact 964412563

www.authoriseddealerspain.com

Line Rental..........................13,97
€ p/month

Total Package ...............

37,97
€ p/month

* Unlimited calls to Landlines in Spain. * * Unlimited calls to Landlines in UK, France, Germany, Italy, Portugal, Belgium, Holand, Sweden. Denmark, Finland, Greece, Iceland, Norway, Canada, USA only
available as part of the Internet package.*** Unlimited calls to landlines in UK, France, Germany, Italy, Portugal, Belgium, Holand, Sweden. All Prices listed do not include I.V.A
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APRIL
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Russell
Grant’s Royal
Wedding Party
Guide!

Aries

Leo

(July24/Aug23) While
the world’s attention is focused on the royal wedding
romantic Leos might treat
their partner to a dine-in-style
meal or a luxurious weekend
break. Loving any excuse
for a bit of pampering and
relaxation, whether visiting
an expensive restaurant or
spending the weekend away,
nothing less than royal treatment will do for the Leo. Just
as Leos who are throwing
a party to mark the special
occasion will be sure to give
their guests an unforgettably
royal experience!

Taurus

go will already have started
their Royal Wedding scrapbook to share with their
grandchildren in years to
come. Virgos who enjoy cooking might put on celebratory afternoon tea with finger
sandwiches, pastries, a royal
wedding themed cake and
champagne to commemorate
the wedding. Tasteful William
and Kate souvenirs will be
given to their families as a
keepsake. While Virgo joins
the millions of other viewers
to watch Prince William and
Kate Middleton tie the royal
knot.

(Apr21/May21)
Fond of tradition and with
an appreciation of the good
things in life, any Taurean
who is arranging a street
party will insist on it being a
right royal celebration! There
will be good food, music,
fancy dress and activities for
all ages. Taureans also love
a reason to take it easy and
those who aren’t joining in
with their community celebrations will be happily glued
to the TV, watching live coverage of the wedding throughout the day and well into the
evening too.

Gemini

(May22/June21)
Geminis will just want to
share the day with family and
friends. That’s why they will
be out on the streets, joining in all the fun and games.
Dancing competitions, music
and laughter is how Gemini
will be sharing this national
celebration as they love to
get into the community spirit
in this way. They might snap
up a few commemorative
plates and royal memorabilia just for a bit of fun but it
won’t really matter to Gemini
how collectable the items
might be.

Cancer

(June22/July23)
Here’s
the
Cancerian’s
chance to combine their love
of family and community tradition by joining the rest of
the nation in a street party
celebration. With cameras at
the ready, bunting, balloons,
the best of British food, fancy
dress and fancy table accessories will all be captured on
photographs and video for
the family album. They’re also
great collectors and whether
it’s a replica Royal Engagement ring or commemorative
china, the occasion will not
pass by without this zodiac
sign having purchased their
Royal Wedding memorabilia.

Virgo (Aug24/Sept23) Vir-

Libra

(Sept24/Oct23) Librans love any reason to
throw a party, festival or
family get together ant they
will throw themselves into
any celebration in honour
of Prince William and Kate
Middleton’s wedding. Leave
Libra to do all the planning
and expect there to be lots of
silver, pinks, swan ice sculptures, candles and flowers.
Older Librans might enjoy
a tea dance or joining their
family in front of the TV with
popcorn, a box of chocolates
and a box of tissues!

Scorpio

(Oct24/Nov22)
Scorpios love a wedding and
here’s a fairytale wedding
they will remember forever.
A beautiful girl becoming the
wife of a handsome prince
and being whisked off to his
castle. What the Scorpio will
love most about the Royal
Wedding is proof that some
fairytale dreams can become
reality. Whether joining their
community in a celebration
party or spending the day at
home, Scorpio will revel in
the romance of this regal extravaganza.

Sagittarius

(Nov23/
Dec21) Special social and
sporting events will attract
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Which of these is a proper passport photo?
Despite all the information needed to fill out
a passport application, your photo is one of
the most important elements. And people
often get it wrong.
It should be easy. You go into a photo booth,
put your money in, smile and there you go.
But unlike getting your holiday snaps taken,
producing an acceptable passport photo is
not quite so straightforward.

It’s all happening on Friday 29th April 2011 from Royal Fun Runs to street parties and
fetes. Here’s a trip around the zodiac to discover how each of the Sun Signs might
celebrate the Royal Wedding in their own special way. With only 4 weeks remaining
now is the time to plan how you can celebrate this special day:
(Mar21/Apr20) Arians will be the first to get
caught up in Royal Wedding
fever and emotions will be
running high. They will want
to be involved in everything
and that’s why their celebrations will last all weekend
long. From live music, big
screens, beer festivals, bonfires and fireworks, Aries will
want a taste of everything
during these three days of
action-packed celebrations.
A true sparkling spirit, Aries
will help make this a momentous occasion for friends and
family who are fervent fans of
the royal family.

•

the Sagittarian’s interest
on the Royal Wedding day.
They could choose to make
the most of the long weekend break by finding a lovely
place to stay or even to travel
to London to share in all the
excitement and splendour of
this historic day. Sagittarians
at home might encourage
family, friends and co-workers to take part in a Royal
Wedding charity walk to get
everyone moving for a good
cause.

“We produce around 32,000 passports
a year for customers in Spain, Portugal,
Andorra, Cuba, North Africa, Greece and
Cyprus,” says Andrew Hamilton, Head of
the Regional Passport Processing Centre in
Madrid. “But no matter where the applications come from, we invariably find that the
biggest cause for delay is that the picture
doesn’t meet the required standard.”
So if you don’t want your passport application delayed because of your mug-shot, follow our tips below to make sure your photo
is correct.
•

Size matters – We need to see more
‘head’ and less ‘shoulders’ in the photo.
There should be at least 29mm from
the top to the bottom of the head, but
no more than 34mm.

•

·No smiling – Although it’s tempting to
smile, it’s better if you keep a neutral
expression. Teeth should not be visible
Remove glasses – If at all possible,
don’t wear glasses, they can give off
a glare which means we can’t see the
detail of the photo.

•

Make sure the face is clearly visible
– Don’t wear hats, and try not to let
your hair cover your face.

•

Make sure you’re straight on – You
need to look straight at the camera.
Although we all may have a ‘good’ side,
for the passport photo you need to be
straight-on.

•

The plainer the better – Photos should
be against a plain, light or off-white
background.

Capricorn

(Dec22/
Jan20) With a love of tradition and a strong respect for
the establishment Capricorn
will want to savour every special moment of the day. Not
particularly liking crowds, this
sign is more likely to turn off
the phone, lock the door and
settle down to watching proceedings on TV. Capricorns
who have no choice but to go
into work on this Bank Holiday will no doubt be watching
the wedding live online! If inspired by the romance of the
occasion, they might surprise
their partner with a romantic
home cooked dinner in the
evening.

Aquarius

(Jan21/Feb19)
Aquarians who wish to stage
their own Royal Wedding party or celebration, are likely to
include fund-raising as part
of the revelry. Whether it’s a
raffle, Royal Fun Run or dressing up royally for the day, they
might use the celebrations
as a way to raise funds for
their favourite charity. Going
on a romantic getaway either
for the night of the wedding
or the full Bank Holiday weekend will make this day of national celebration a more intimate one too.

Pisces

(Feb20/Mar20)
Romantic Pisceans love the
idea of a fairytale wedding
with a happily ever after ending. Preferring quiet celebrations, Pisces might throw a
party for their family offering
home-made food with a Royal
Wedding theme. They won’t
want to miss the wedding itself and watching it unfold on
the television as they raise
a glass to wish the couple a
long and happy marriage will
make them feel as if they’ve
played their part in the joyful
celebrations.
© COPYRIGHT RUSSELL
GRANT ASTROLOGY LIMITED

Don’t use your home camera – The photos
have to be of a particular resolution, printed
on specific photo-quality paper. It might look
OK to you, but on our systems it can often
come out grainy and faded.
For children, the rules aren’t so stringent.
Children under 1 year of age need to be
a good likeness, showing as much of
the child’s face as possible. For children
between 1-6, we can waive the need for a
neutral expression, and the eyes don’t need
to be looking straight at the camera. But for
adults, we need it to be right first time.
And for those who want to know, the correct photo is number 3. For more detailed
information on passport photos, visit the
DirectGov website (http://www.direct.gov.
uk/en/TravelAndTransport/Passports/Applicationinformation/DG_174152) For more information on passport applications visit the
passports section of the UKinSpain website
(http://ukinspain.fco.gov.uk/en/help-for-british-nationals/passports)

Advice note for British
residents in Spain
Everyone registered on the padrón as a resident
in Spain, including British nationals, has until and
including Monday 11th April to check with their
town hall whether they are on the list of registered
voters, ahead of the local and regional elections
across Spain on 22 May. If not on the list, residents
can request to be added (although in a few cases, it
is possible that town halls may lack the necessary
IT systems to enable checks). The elections are
your opportunity to have your say in who makes the
decisions about public services in your area, and
an opportunity for British residents to take part in
Spain’s democratic system and further integrate into
Spanish life. Registering on the padrón is an important part of living in Spain, and checking that you
are on the list of registered voters will ensure that on
22 May you have the right to cast your vote.
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SPANISH FOOTBALL LEAGUE | ROUND 30
SUNDAY GAMES RESULTS
SPANISH FOOTBALL continued this Sunday with six
games of Round 30 played
of the Spanish League. Great
matches with comebacks
& plenty of goals. Here is a
brief summary of events, the
final results & the scorers.
DEPORTIVO won 2 -1 REAL
MALLORCA in a vital game as
the home side struggles to
get out of the relegation zone
gravitational force & constant
pull. Mallorca got ahead first
in the 26th min via WEBO &
the visitors were looking good.

Deportivo Coach Lotina must
have said something to his
boys as the second half saw
a transformation that began
with the equalizer in the 54th
min via XISCO & the second
(the winner) in the 66th min
via LASSAD. LEVANTE are still
on a roll as they secure their
mid-table position with a 3 - 1
victory over MALAGA who are
in deep relegation zone trouble. The man of the match
was Levante player STUANI
with two goals ( 5th & 70th
min) along with team-mate

RUBEN scoring the third in
the 8th min. The only goal for
Malaga came in the 60th min
when SEBAS FERNANDEZ
scored. REAL SOCIEDAD was
beaten by HERCULES which
needed the points like air if
they are to serious consider
getting out of the relegation
zone. Tough affair all match
until PORTILLO scored for
Hercules in the 69th min,
which was then followed by
the “Royston DRENTE Show”.
The “bad boy” scored twice
( 84th & 89th min) to settle
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things & secure the points for
his team. Real Sociedad finally managed their well earned
consolation goal in the 93rd
min via IFRAN. New Hercules Coach Djukic praised
Drenthe in his post-match
press conference. Comeback
for the visitors RACING DE
SANTANDER to win 1 - 2 RCD
ESPANYOL. The home team
got ahead via a penalty transformed by OSVALDO. Racing
took control in the second
half & began working their
comeback with goals from
COLSA in the 50th min & the
winner via young GIOVANI in
the 75th min. Espanyol will
be disappointed as they have
lost the steam of the first
part of the season. SEVILLA
FC defeated a sticky REAL

ZARAGOZA 3 - 1 in a controversial game of Football. Very
equalled & fought out in the
midfield with Sevilla getting
ahead first via PEROTTI in the
43rd min. Zaragoza reacted
immediately in the second
half equalizing via JAROSIK
in the 47th min:
Then came the controversy
as Sevilla was awarded a
very doubtful penalty in the
56th min that KANOUTE
converted. This angered the
visitors & shifted their concentration on other things
except playing Soccer. The
third goal for Sevilla came via
another penalty in the 93rd
min which NEGREDO transformed. Important away victory for ATLETICO DE MADRID 2
- 3 against OSASUNA putting
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the former just a game out
of their seasons objective,
the Euro ladder positions.
Very exciting & entertaining
game with Osasuna getting
ahead via SOLE in the 31st
min. From here Atletico de
Madrid took complete control
with the help of a very sloppy
Osasuna defense. Atletico
forward DIEGO COSTA scored
a HAT-TRICK with goals in the
38th, 61st & 63st min.
Atletico then missed a penalty in the 70th min which
Reyes failed, but Osasuna did
convert theirs later via NEKOUNAM in the 81st min. To
finish, there was a red card to
Osasuna defender Sergio in
the 84th min.

SPANISH MOTO GP 2011 JEREZ | LORENZO - TEROL WIN THEIR CATEGORIES
A wet & slippery Jerez circuit made todays SPAIN MOTO GP 2011 in all catagories exciting, controversial & with Spanish riders doing overall well. Current Spanish GP World Champion JORGE LORENZO managed to win in the
GP category giving him the maximum points to take him into top spot of the
current classifiaction table with 45 points. Secod place with 36 points is another Spaniard, Dani Pedrosa who came in second in todays race infront of
American Nicky Hayden who was third. Currently third on the World Championship classification table, Australian Casey Stoner did not finish due to a
“race incident” with Italian Valentino Rossi when the latter slipped-slided in
a risky curve manoeuvre that took out Stoner. Rossi managed to get back on
his bike & he finished 5th, causing Stoners anger to explode even more after
the Australian left furious & latter applauded “ironcally” as Rossi rode pass.

Rossi visited Stoner in boxes after the race to excuse himself but Stoner
looked extremely “pissed-off” as he did nt get any points due to Rossi´s very
“aggressive riding” that cancelled him out & his chances to win todays race.
IANNONE won the Moto2 category ahead of Luthi with third place to Corsi.
The best placed Spanish rider was SIMON who came in 6th in today’s race.
Promoted Spanish rider & last years 125cc World Champion Marc Marquez
again failed to finish after a rider collided into his bike forcing Marquez to
retire. Big win for Spaniard TEROL who takes the lead in the 125cc World
Champions table. The seconds place race winner today was Folger & third
place went to Zarco There will be a short break & MOTO GP returns the beginning of May with the Portuguese GP

JOSEP GUARDIOLA TO LEAVE FC BARCELONA | THE GENERAL THEORY OF RELATIVITY BY ALBERT EINSTEIN
I have received an also
“alarmed” email from a
Spanish Football Sports
reader asking if it is true
that FC BARCELONA Coach
Josep Guardiola will leave at
the end of 2012. The question arises after it has been
“splashed” all over the World
Sports media some words
that Guardiola mentioned in
a TV Interview to Italian channel “RAI” whist in Italy visiting
his ex-Club Brescia.
These are the now “famous”
words”:
“Creo que mi etapa en el
Barça se está acabando”.

“Me quedaré este año, éste
será el cuarto, y un entrenador tiene que saber el momento de marcharse. Los
jugadores se cansan de los
entrenadores y viceversa.
Translated:
• “I feel my time at Barça is
coming to en end”.
• ”I will stay this year, it will
be my fourth & a Coach has
to know the moment when to
leave. The players get tired of
the Coaches & vice-versa”.
Some have said it was a
“April fools” stunt, others ask
that we watch & listen to the
whole interview & put it in its

correct overall context which
becomes “watered down”.
Either way here is my reply for
other readers who may have
the some questions in mind
as our dear reader who sent
me the email (encourage all
to do so, by the way)
My thoughts to all this are in
line with the great scientist
Albert Einstein were I take
a leaf out of his “General
Theory of Relativity” & use
this theory to explain Coach
Guardiola words & the possible future outcomes for FC
Barcelona & all the millions
of fans around the World.

Here we go.
These are some consequences that flow from the two inbuilt grand ideas that Albert
Einstein formulated to create
the “General Theory of Relativity”
Several of the consequences
that follow from the special
theory of relativity are 1) time
dilation (clocks moving near
the speed of light operate
more slowly than stationary
clocks), 2) length contraction (objects moving near the
speed of light appear to be
contracted in the direction of
motion), 3) relativity of simul-

taneity (things that appear
to happen at the same time
to stationary observer A may
appear to happen at different times to moving observer
B), 4) mass-energy equivalence (mass and energy are
essentially the same thing
and transmutable into each
other). These ideas could
very well apply to Football
– Soccer in general. As in
physics, things in Football are
relative, were time distorts,
space bends & visuals are
stretched. The only difference
is that while in the “General
Theory of Relativity” the force

of GRAVITY is the vital force,
in Football WINNING is the
force that dominates.
Will Coach Pep Guardiola
leave FC Barcelona at the
end of 2012? Depends, depends on if he & the Club are
WINNING & if other objects
are travelling at the “Football Speed of Light” & where
Guardiola is in a particular
point in space & time & what
he observes.

Till Next time
Striker

Visit the site and get started

1st month FREE
FREE*
Interested in selling your stuff ?

Private or Business, You can sell YOUR
unwanted items, New or Second hand goods,
cars or liquidated stock on
The Warehouse Spain website.
IT’S QUICK & SIMPLE

*Max 5 Adverts per person
CURRENTLY OVER 200 NEW AND
USED ITEMS LISTED FOR SALE

www.thewarehousespain.com
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Valldigna Golf Society
Due to unforeseen circumstances we had to rearrange both our meetings in
March. Our first meeting of
the month was scheduled to
start at 10am on the 15th
at La Galiana but due to the
inclement weather that had
been around for the days
prior to that date and which
was forecast to continue
until lunchtime we took the
gamble of putting the start
back to 12noon. This proved
a good move in that the rain
stopped before play and we
finished in sunshine. .Unfortunately it was very windy
and with the course being
located in a valley it proved
difficult for many players to
keep the ball on the course
and accordingly scoring was
low and 72 balls were lost between 14 players.
Mike Fitzgerald took first
prize from Ed Butler and Mick
Tracey The full list of winners
was:1st Mike Fitzgerald (7) 28pts

•
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Javea Green Winter League Champions!

2nd Ed Butler (20) 23pts
3rd Mick Tracey 18) 22pts

The only nearest the pin prize
out of the four on offer was
won by Ed Butler
On 22 March we were due
to play at Foressos but due
to the inclement weather in
the previous week they had
been unable to carry out
their planned maintenance
and that was reprogrammed
for the week of our meeting.
Fortunately La Galiana were
able to accommodate us and
22 players turned out oin a
day of sunshine when showers had been forecast. Again
however there was a very
strong wind but there were
less balls lost per player than
the previous week. In the lost
ball sweeps Graham Hays
and Heather Stubbs benefitted from two week rollovers
to walk away with a very nice
kitty. Scoring was again difficult and congratulations go
to Mick Tracey who took first
prize from Miguel Perez, Reg

Ditchfield and Peter Lane.
The full results of the meeting were thus:1st Mick Tracey 18) 29pts
2nd Miguel Perez (27) 25pts
3rd Reg Ditchfield (16) 23pts
4th Peter Lane (23) 22pts

Nearest the pin winners were
Mick Tracey Peter Lane and
Keith Tomkins.
This month the Duffer of the
Day trophy was only awarded
on the 15th and it went to
the group of Mick Newman,
Jim Atkey and Jim Carpenter
for putting out the nearest
the pin markers on the wrong
greens.
Our next meeting will be at La
Galiana on Tuesday 12 April
with a 10am start. We return
to Foressos on Tuesday 26
April with a 9am start.
To join or to play with the
society contact Ed Butler on
659487646

For the first time since 2004 Javea Green
Bowls Club was able to celebrate being
Champions of the CBBA Winter League.
The final week of drama started on Tuesday
when we entertained San Miguel at home. At
this point we were trailing by 10 points and
needed to beat them to ensure that the last
game of the season was meaningful. With a
superb atmosphere being generated by the
“home” crowd we were able to record a narrow 6-4 win which saw us enter the last game
at Bonalba just eight points behind and San
Miguel having played all of their games. On
Wednesday we travelled to Bonalba and the
nerves were quickly settled as we raced into
substantial leads on all rinks and after that
we played out the morning in a very comfortable fashion and picked up the 10 points that
gave us the Championship. Roli Bell, the Bon-

alba Captain, was very sporting in defeat and
was the first to congratulate us on our victory.
We have since received congratulations from
“runners-up” Captain Derek King and his club
San Miguel, which is much appreciated. Following the victory the players headed back to
Javea Green and enjoyed a few drinks supplied by the owner & major supporter of the
Club, Brian Taylor.
Also an excellent second half of the season
saw our Berleen team finish just 3 points
short of second position, another case of “if
only”!
Well done to Jill Nobbs, Diane & Brian Manser
on winning the Hillbury 3-2-1 competition, I
understand this was Jill’s first victory, so special congratulations to you. The losing finalists
were Brian Fenton, Alison & Jack Brown.

Closed

From
15th April Until 26th April

Prize winners Ed Butler, Mike Fitzgerald & Mick
Tracey

Miguel Perez, Keith Tomkins, Mick Tracey, Reg
Ditchfield and Peter Lane

Levante Golf Society

Two golfing firsts were the
highlights of Levante’s visit to
a Villaitana course battered
by strong winds.
There were no signs of what
was to follow when rain also
swept in at the beginning of
the day. However, while the
conditions got the better of
most of the 29 players, they
didn’t prevent Levante’s captain Martin Gates recording
a first-time personal achievement – three birdies on successive holes.
His scores of 2, 3 and 4,
against par of 3, 4 and 5 on
holes 14, 15 and 16 helped
seven-handicapper Martin
win Division 1 with 31 points,
on handicap from second-

placed Malcolm Nash, playing off 11, with Mike Cuerden
(6) third with 30 points.
But, such is golf that, just
when Martin thought he
had the game cracked,
sure enough the Great Golf
Gremlin took revenge – and
prevented him from scoring
another point on the final two
holes!
The short 14th, where Martin’s run of success started,
was the scene of the other
‘first’, this time for the Levante Society. No member
can remember two players
finishing EXACTLY the same
distance from the pin at a
short hole.
But that is what happened
when Martin and his playing

Pego Golf Society
A very spring like warm and
sunny day was a pleasant
change from the last couple
of weeks and some of our
scores reflected our appreciation of the weather. We had
a total of 46 members and,
unusually, no guests to contest this week’s stableford
and the cream inexorably
found its way to the top. The
Oliva Nova course has wintered very well, but those of
us who rely on their putting
for a decent score had their
guns spiked by the recent
hollow tining – but we’ll benefit from it later! Dave Phillips announced the winners
in our two sweeps competitions; the Balls in the Water
was won by Dave Pointer

partner Mike used the tape to
measure the distance – 2.80
metres. No other player could
beat that and the duo shared
the nearest the pin prize.
Conditions were so tough
that only one player, secretary Roger Miller, managed to
play to his handicap, returning 36 points off 32 to win
Division 2, four more than 26
handicapper Mike Ayrton and
six more than third-placed
Fred Betteridge off 38.
The other nearest the pin
prize, on the tricky third hole
which played directly into the
gale-force wind, went to Anne
Edwards.
Martin and John Chessher
recorded the only twos of the
day.

– Oliva Nova – March 29th

with a correct guess of 132
and there were two 2’s so
the pot was shared between
Andrew Harrison and Donna
Green. Our captain, Jim Gillies, informed us that the
Nearest the Pin prizes were
won by the very recently returned Andrew Harrison on
the 3rd and by Dave Collins
on the 16th. He then went on
to inform us that there would
be three divisions this week
and that the two prize winners in each division were as
follows:
Division 1 (Handicaps up to 11.4)
Winner –John Chessher with an almost astonishing 39 points off 4.8
Runner up – Russ Peters with an excellent 37 points off 9.8
Division 2 (Handicaps 11.5 to 18.4)

Winner – Andrew Harrison also with
an excellent 37 points off 12.0
Runner up – Captain Jim Gillies with
35 points off 12.9
Division 3 (Handicaps over 18.4)
Winner – Nigel Siddall with 36 points
off 24.5
Runner up – Donal Murphy with 34
points off 19.5

There was one additional
prize, donated by Mike Rees
in celebration of his recent
birthday, which was won on a
card draw by John Nicol.
In the two matches in our
Summer Knockout Competition, Stuart Butler beat Trinnie Sutherland by the narrowest margin of 1 up and
Terry Leary conceded to Tony
Jerman.

CLOSING DOWN SALE
No Sensible offers refused
All Garden Products Massive Reductions
50% OFF
Garden
Furniture

Hanging
Baskets
From 2€

Garden Pots
From 1 €

SAVE! SAVE! SAVE! COME
ALONG AND BAG A BARGAIN !!!!!
STOCKING HUNDREDS OF YOUR
FAVOURITE PRODUCTS !!!!!

ENGLISH
FOOD SHOP
LARGE RANGE OF
HEINZ BEANS & SOUPS
GIFTWARE AND
GREETINGS CARDS BACON - BREAD SAUCES & SAVOURIES
OPENING HOURS
PIES - SAUSAGES ROLLS & PASTIES
OPEN 5 DAYS A WEEK
YORKSHIRE PUDDINGS RICE PUDDING
CAKES AND BISCUITS
MONDAY TO FRIDAY
PLUS MUCH MORE AT
10 am / 2pm
Closed Saturday & Sunday FAIR PRICES
Need inspiration for your
garden try Country
Gardens Landscape
& design service.

Tel 615189279
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ALICANTE VALENCIA PROVINCE

DERBI MOPED 1400 km,
red colour, approx 2 yrs old,
hardly used, with pannier
and back box, 495 euros.
Tel 962443901 Alberic area
SKY BOX Panasonic Sky
digibox 25€ works OK.
626061228 (Ontinyent)
HONDA LAWNMOWER
19”, lead free petrol, self
propelled, complete with
grass box,
in good condition and
working. 60.00 Euros ono.
LLIRIA Tel 620100269.
BOSH KGU66 Fridge
Freezer. Twin door. Huge
capacity. Ice maker, water
dispenser. Very very clean.
€450 Tel: 699638380. Benissa/Pinos
STIHL 021 chain saw
36cm cut €135 & Stihl HS80
hedge cutter 70cm cut €135
vgc Tel: 699638380
MOTOR BIKE 125 cruiser.2007 with only 4000km.
Leather saddle bags.Very
reliable,ex condition.795€
Tel.686892684 Cocentaina
OBLONG glass top patio
set in sky blue with 6 carver
chairs very good condition 135€ buyer collects,
nr Muro De Alcoy, Jean
965515557
UP-RIGHT
ROUND
pool, 4.7 metres across
(l5.5 ft.) - 1.2 metres (4 ft.)
deep, with pump, filter etc.
Buyer removes, 300 euros.
Tel:965478388/638611333.
KIA SEDONA (Carnival)
2.9TDi auto 7 seater, 2003,
lovely condition,
2800€
ono. Ideal go back to UK
car.
tel 653301604 or
962808287, GANDIA
WANTED TO RENT long
term from mid August 3 bed
villa with large fenced garden within walking distance
of shops. All areas considered. Tel 635327634
TWO
ALUMINIUM
sheets, 2.5 metres x 1.25
metres x 1.2mm, €30,
buyer collects. Xativa area.
636126622
ONE SOLAR PANEL
164x84 fotovoltaico A
160/24v in perfect condition, 500 euros ring
628763493
BOXING Everlast freestanding heavy bag, plus 2
prs gloves, as new, 65 euros,
HOME
GYM
Total
Trainer 50 euros, Alberic
962443901
PACE SKY+ BOX 80€,
2 brown leatherette bean
chairs 50€ tel. 696 141 493
(Albaida)

ACER ASPIRE M1201
Desktop includes 19” Acer
Monitor, Keyboard & Support..Price. 250 €uros Tel.
628435339 Oliva
WANTED Provence Living Flame, Portable, Flueless, Gas Stove.
If you have one for sale,
please contact me Tel. 628
43 53 39
........................................
TRAILER Custom Made
Wood & Metal Frame
with spare wheel 1.52 mtrs
x 92 cm 210 Euros ono
696472624 Montroy
TWO BLACK lacquered
settee’s,
new upholstery
both in very good condition.
Two seater 50 Euros three
seater 60 Euros or 100 Euros
for both. Tel 966406794.
Vall de Gallinera
HONDA GENERATOR
EX350. Max output 350
va. Lightweight and compact. 70€. 2 Speakers 40
cm high x24 cm wide 10€.
Crash Helmet Red&Black.
Small size. As new 15€. 1
pair Mark Scheffell Binoculars 20 x 50 Perfect 25€. Set
Panasonic mini television
extension speakers, plus
sender and headphones
15€. 2 Sledge hammers 6€
each Tel 96 291 0525
3 AIR CONDITIONING
units only used for 2 hours
while testing including tubing and cables not wanted
hence all for 499 € ovno
633694740. Cocentaina.
LASER 4.2M sail boat in
good condition complete
with masts, but requires
other bits, including trailer.
375€ or best offer. These
Lasers would cost > 800€
when complete. Pego area.
965977015
ACER ASPIRE M1201
Desktop includes 19” Acer
Monitor, Keyboard & Support..Price. 250 €. Tel.
628435339 Oliva, Valencia.
CARAVAN ROLLER
JAZZ 2006. Single and
double beds. Fridge, Microwave, Hob. Gas heating.
Toilet, shower, hot water.
Full awning. Stabilizer.
820kgs. Hardly used. €6950.
Tel 962913686. Ontinyent
DINING ROOM TABLE
160cm by 80cm has two
drawers with wrought iron
handles, tan coloured veneered wood, brand new,
never used 75 € Ontinyent
area Tel 962360830 Mob
685605489
BOMBA BP-PAC 50/25
Pressure Pump 100 €

(no offers) DELONGHI
BCO65BS 1500w domestic Expresso & Capiccino
coffee machine Only used
once or twice - complete
with jugs and instructions
40 €. OILFILLED thermostatic mobile oil filled radiator 1500w 40 €v.g.c. PORTABLE Aircon. unit v.g.c.
80€ 965979368 Beneixama
...........................................
LARGE SOFABED sprung
mattress ex cond. 150€.
PS2 (chipped) 2 controllers lots games 75€. Adult/
teen electric scooter 50€.
639781461
MEXICAN PINE BED
135cm with iron work scroll
insert New and unused Retail 259€ sell for 149€ Tel
- 634153664
POOL TABLE in perfect condition with balls,
ques and cover 6ft x 3ft,
for photos and more details
962807564 (Gandia area)
REEBOK “ENGLAND”
Classic White/Red trim
Trainers - Unisex Size 6 - As
New 35€- Selection of CD’s
(50) 78/80/90s Classic, childrens, films & Xmas - 20€
- Cane Bedroom Chest of
Drawers (5 & 3 drawers)
with glass tops 50€ - Freesat
Digital Set Top Box for UK
- New in Box 45€ - 96 280
8996 (Gandia)
CHEFS WHITE JACKET
Size 40 ins. As New - 20€
Tel - 634153664
48 VOLT INVERTER 300
€. 12x 2 volt batteries 100 €
each. 100 ltr electric water
heater 50 €. Tel 619813343
n/r Muro de Alcoy
HARDWOOD DESK Indian Style Jali As New - Splits
in 3 sections bank 3 drawers
each side Iron handles Retail - 699€ Sell for 300€
Tel - 634153664
2.4M SAT DISH with new
4 way lnb and 2 sky boxes,
1 new hd €500 ono
whacker, large 50cm petrol. €250 ono. scaffolding.
heavy duty metal, 2 sets
with 2 x 2m platforms. €50
set. 1 set with 2 x 3m platforms. €60 1 set of 4 wheels
€50. Air con installation,
repair and re-gas kit including vac. pump, gas, pipes,
fittings and gauges. instruction manual over €1000 of
kit for €300 ono. Quad bike.
yamaha moto 4 250cc off
road. €500 ono. Pillar drill
heavy duty
€75. cement
mixer. electric guy noel.
€75. Patio heater, stainless
steel, used once €100. Vil-

lena Tel 638207766
WII CONSUL and games,
including: WII Sport, WII
Play, WII Fit, complete
with all books, discs, 2
Nanchucks, 2 controllers.
Usb battery recharge unit
and original packaging. As
new condition 120.00 Euros
Lliria Tel. 962793322
LAMP TABLE WITH
IRON WORK Indian Style
Brand New 110 x 60 x
40cm Retail 159€ sell for
79€. Tel - 634153664
THREE PIECE ERCOL
suite, light coloured pattern,
slightly damaged, cost 2000
pounds. 200 €. 2 STRESSLESS recliners with stools,
dk green leather, well used
but very serviceable, cost
1000 pounds each 150 € for
pair. Bed 190cm x 120cm
(4´x 6´6”) mattress and underbed storage. Good condition. 50 €. Buyer collects
Biar Area Tel. 667025910
GARDEN DINING SET
Stunning Black Aluminium
Frame with Red Textoline
Fabric Table & 6 Chairs Retail 899€ Sell for 429€ Tel634153664
GENERATOR
“SDMO
2500Turbo”
AVR
2,2
kva,230V and 12V outlet.
Hardly used. 199.- €. Lliria
Tel. 960615246
LOG BURNING FIRE.
Cassette type. 300 €. tel.
649974863 Jalon
FOUR PIRELLI tyres for
sale. 205/60 R 15 91V.
Very Good condition 50 €
each. Rejected by ITV as
they do not conform to the
required specification of our
car!! 606 543 413 Ontinyent
2 DOOR BOOKCASE
Mexican Pine Brand New
Retail 229€ Sell for 139€
Tel - 634153664
VENDO M20 mop (steam
mop) still in box 30 €.
Wrought Iron cutain rail
48inch with fancy ende. &
rings/hooks complete. 35€.
Telephone
962843919.
Gandia
DELONGHI EC7 domestic
expresso and cappuccino
machine. Little used as new
condition 25€ Telephone
965 978874 or 669 615185
(Pinoso)
WOODEN COT + bedding etc, car seat, highchair,
playpen, stairgate, travel
cot, other baby equipment
+ bicycle (teenager’s) 25E.
Buyer collects (Lliria). Tel:
962792168
PARTS sale, breaking 1996
vw passat tdi and escort rhd
contact 633694740

GARDEN
PATIO
Dining Set Grey Aluminium Frames Black
Glass Top 6 Chairs with
Arms Brand New Retail
- 699€ Sell for 399€. Tel634153664
“DARO” Cane corner
sofa with beige cushion
Coffee table and lamp
table included First quality furniture Retail Price
2999€ Sell for 1500€ Tel
- 634153664
SONY LAPTOP 17”.
1G ram 160G hard drive,
loaded with karaoke &
music, plus Virtual Dj.
Will connect to plasma mint condition tel
962838231
.....................................
FOX FUR jacket, medium size, as new. 100
euros. 962281798 Xativa
WOOD STOVE for
sale, great condition with
lower ashtray, heatproof
glass and top oven. Size
H65 W62 D49 (cm).

185 euros. 2 replica medieval style pinedoors
with window panel in
the middle and security
grill. Size: H203 W174
(m). 300 euros. French
doors good condition
with 8 glass panel each
(8x2), and etched motives. 130 euros. Chiva
tel. 647267415
J.M.L. steamer 40euros.
2 Wrought Iron chairs
with soft seats + table 90
€. Tel. 96284 3919
MOTORBIKE BMW
R80RT in perfect condition. 1986, 50000 km,
ITV till 01-2012. € 4200.
Liria area. E-mail joop.
corsen@hotmail.com for
photos and more information.
GENUINE SILVER fox
fur coat, fall length, size
12/14 vgc. 400 euros ono
Tel.962912312.
SQUIER FENDER Stra
tocaster electric guitar
and Hartke G30R 30

watt amplifier. 150 euros. Tel 962135869 or
664422810. Ontinyent.
BRASS FIRE Surround
(fender): Beautiful brass
fender (adjustable) - ideal for a house with large
fireplace. 95 € - Andrew
961105196
WIRELESS ROUTER
(Linksys)– 20 €: Model
No. WAG54GS (speed
booster by 35% built in).
Virtually new. A good
make and a quality made
product. I bought it, then
moved house and no
longer needed it - Andrew 961105196
GLASS DINING Table
and 5 chairs: A bit old
and worn, but still looks
good and certainly very
some good life left in it.
A bargain at 45€ - Andrew 961105196

CASTELLON TARRAGONA PROVINCE
DRAFTSMAN DRAWING Board & Easel.
Myford 7 lathe Tel
977475284. L´MAR
CHRYSLER
VOYAGER
(Automatic)
LHD.2.8 TDI 7 Seats,
A/Con,
C/Control,D.
V.D.T/Bar. Spanish Reg
Nov 2005, ITV Nov
2011 82.000Klm.
L’Ampolla
Village,
12.000 Euros. ONO. Tel
John. 653395841
JEEP GRAND cherokee
ltd edition automatic. full
leather interior,onboard
computer, cruise cont
and climate cont. elect
memory heated seats.
5,000 € Tel 698 201 986
STOVE.BUILT
in
Back Boiler.Heat 11
Radiators and Hot Water
Heating.Multifuel
Burning. 3 Years old,
Good Condition.Bargain
at 500 Euros. Call Will
638338719.
WINDSURFER 3.45
Metre Mistral windsurfer. Very good condition,
sail perfect with carry
case. Cost over £2000
Suit advanced user. Buyer collects. 450e ovno
678250500, Peniscola
CLASSIC MERCEDES
BERLINA 1987, 2300cc
Saloon, Excellent condition. Spanish reg LHD.
ITV & TAX Nov Metallic Impala. Ideal spare
car. 1300e ono
Tel 678250500, Peniscola
GENERATOR KIPOR
5,5 Kva Air Cooled Diesel
Engine 3 Phases, Electric
Start, Silent 500€ O.N.O
977059261/696088935
Catherine Tortosa
OUTBACK
STAINLESS steel gas bbq. 8
burners, hooded, temp.
Gauge & electric rotisserie. 2 door cabinet
700€ ono. 977059261
696088935
Catherine
Tortosa
GOLF CLUBS and almost new Bag. Swilken
make, includes 9 clubs,
1 metal driver, putter +

accessories. Good condition. Peniscola area. 75
euros. Tel: 678081222
.....................................
1996/97 LAND ROVER Discovery 300 TDI
English Reg, Adjustable
tow bar, Diesel, Excellent Condition, will pass
ITV. Full service history
until 2009, serviced here
but book not stamped.
2500€. Tortosa area:
English 977059158 or
608667519.
Spanish
637495682.
1993 SUZUKI Vitara
JLX, 1.6i Wide boy/Fat
boy, White convertable,
Bull bars, English reg,
Petrol. Very nice looking,
good runner, excellent
condition. 1200€ Tortosa
area. English 977059158
or 608667519. Spanish
637495682
BRAND NEW Boxed
Draper Pressure Washer
2100w Cost new - 420€ Sell 200€ Tel- 634153664
Alcossebre
2002 RENAULT CLIO
dce in stunning metallic
grey, 5 door model in
vgc itv 2013 60 mpg
€3850 tel 663645015.
Tortosa
MITSUBISHI PAJERO 2.5 td 1993 rhd on
spanish plates, current
itv, rear seats fold away,
spare wheel like new,
tow bar, a/c, sun roof
.clean non smokers car,
1350? reliable good runner. 1350€ Tel 638 263
011 L’ Ampolla
DRAPER
TOOLS
Brand New Spanners,
hammers, bolts, pliers,
cutters etc Will sell in lots
Suitable for Car boots or
shops Retail value -500€
- Sell for 200€ per lot
Tel - 634153664
DISHWASHER - Edesa
Efficient. Advanced Intelligent System. Never
been used. 150€ Alcossebre. 609686236
STUDER PURE SINEWAVE 2600 charge
inverter. It has been
running our 2 bedroom

FREE CLASSIFIEDS EMAIL advertise@thetraderonline.es

house for 3 years. Perfect working order.Cost
2300€ For sale 750€.
Tel: 977059158 Mob:
608667519 Tortosa area
11 AMAZONA Hammocks Best Quality Various sizes and colours
Retail Value 800€ -sell
for 300€ Tel- 634153664
WANTED Looking for
a quality upright exercise
bike - if you are using
yours as a clothes horse,
perhaps you would consider selling! Please call
or email Jos with a description and price of
the bike. We will collect
within an hours radius of
Benicarlo. 964765967
....................................
Jali Hardwood Dining
table & Chairs with iron
work inset 180 x 90cm
+ 6 Chairs Cost new
999€ Sell for 450€ Tel 634153664
JOB LOT shop Items
Ideal for Market Trader
large selection. Garden
Lights ,Pottery items,
Gardening products and
lots more. Execellent
price, Tel 634153664 for
more details
GARDEN
STRIMMER- Pro Model Draper
Brand New Boxed
RRP - 139€ Sell 79€
Tel - 634153664 Alcossebre
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MURCIA
RODA GOLF & BEACH
RESORT

XATIVA, VALENCIA
285,000. Large property tastefully reformed to high standard,
Lots of extras. Must be seen 3
Bedrooms, Reception , Lounge,
American style kitchen with
Island, Pool Bar. Office, Garages Store. 2 pools. Susan Tel
634153664

ADVERTISE
YOUR CAR
CARAVAN
BOAT , BIKE
FOR

FREE
WITH PHOTOS
FOR ONE MONTH
www.thewarehousespain.com

ONTINYENT . Casa Sirrah, 10,000m2
plot. Landscaped gardens, private forest area, large Driveway parking for
5+ cars, almond orchard, 10 x 5 filtered
pool. On two levels, down stairs, 2 bedroom Bathroom, American style kitchen
dinner lounge. Upper level 4 bedrooms,
Kitchen breakfast room. Large lounge
and terrace. Bathroom. swimming pool
10 x 5 filtered with Roman steps. Valued at 475,000 –asking Price 289,000€
Tel 618329511
Email anne.harris48@yahoo.co.uk

BOX ADVERT
Text plus photo
12,50 EUROS
PER MONTH
Tel 902733622
OR EMAIL
DETAILS
FREE Classiﬁeds
Non Business
EMAIL
YOUR ADVERT
PLEASE LIMIT WORD
COUNT TO 25

The Trader

Your local community newspaper
Advertising enquires Tel 902733622
email advertise@thetraderonline.es
Download full
newspaper and back issues

www.thetraderonline.es
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PROPERTY
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Resale opportunity of a 3 bedroom home with 2 bathrooms
and private terrace. Floor area
of 95 m². Ground floor property
with private underground car
park and storage room included
in the price. Communal swimming pools and lifts.
Tel Vincens 696 476 429

DEADLINE TO BOOK
ADVERTISING SPACE
FOR THE MAY ISSUE
ISSUE IS APRIL 27TH
Tel 902733622 OR 618329511

T

www.thetraderonline.es

TWO FULLY FURNISHED
DETACHED VILLAS FOR
THE PRICE OF ONE. Situated in real de Gandia. Main
villa is 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom, Kitchen dining room.
Lounge. Detached casita
has 2 bedrooms. Bathroom,
kitchen - dinner and Lounge.
Both properties have a good
sized garden with ornamental fish pond. And fantastic
views of orange groves, sea
and mountains. Ready to live
in. All mains electric. TV
and telephone. Reduced to
170,000 Euros. Contact Rita
962951391or 646365292
...............................................
Country House for sale:
Between Casinos and Villar
de Arzobispo Idyllic house ,
built 2007 with seaview and
moutain panorama Living
space abt.130m2 Livingroom
with woodburner Diningroom/
office,attico-style 3 bedrooms
1 bathroom. built-in kitchen
Plot 1700m2. Garden,fruit
and almond-trees. Terrace and
roof-terrace. New pool. 2 water-deposits (30m3). Electricity by solar/battery/generator.
Paellero//Trastero.
Tel. 960615246
..............................................
ALCOSSEBRE/Peniscola
159,000 5 bed country house
with pool and garage. 150
mt house on 7000 mt plot.
Various trees:olive fruit and
palm. Indoor and outdoor
bbq. Large covered terrase
and patio,plenty of space for
al fresco dinning. Solar power
so no electricity bills. 10 mins
drive to beach and large town
with supermarkets and comercial centers 2 mins drive to
village with medical center,
supermarket, banks and a
weekly market.
Large garage suitable for convertion. Tel 698201986
...............................................

PRETTY VILLA in Ontinyent. 5000 metre plot with lovely views. Three double bedrooms, two bathrooms,( one

Property Online

ensuite) Large (9 x 5 metre)
filtered pool and landscaped
gardens. Main line telephone
and internet. Convenient for
town, but in peaceful countryside Price 225.000 Euros Negotiable. K A Walker. Tel:
962386126 Mob 690381084
.............................................
BELLA VISTA, 3 bed villa
with pool. Needs TLC. but
great bargain. 176,000 euros.
Tel 962856034 /962853510
ref tscah
.............................................
BUGARRA, new build, 3 double beds, 1 bath,kitchen,lounge.
110m2living sp, 2500m2 plot.
Beautiful views, ready to move
in. Mains water, genny electricity. 99,000eur(Ref 3968 )
.............................................
COTTAGE for sale in the
lovely area of Casinos. 2/3bed,
1 bath, kitchen, lounge. 95m2
living space, Mains water &
electric. 85,000eur.(Ref 3718)
Tel 962728066
.............................................
OLD DOMENO,great location, casita of 1 bed, 1 bath,
kitchen with fantastic views.
Mains water, electric can be
connected. 40m2 built, 500m2
plot. 29,000eur (Ref 3948) Tel
962728066
.............................................
BUSINESS for sale. First
class supermarket and internet
cafe. Ideal for a couple to run.
For sale due to owners retirement. To include all stock.
60,000 euros. Tel 962856034
/962853510 ref tscah
GROUND floor 3 bed. apartment with private courtyard.
Furnished.
79,000
euros
Tel 962856034 /962853510
ref tscah
.............................................
OLIVA4th floor apartment,
no lift, large with 4 beds.
69,000 euros. Tel 962856034
/962853510 ..........ref tscah
.............................................
MONTE PEGO, Spectacular
views, reformed apartment,
95,000 euros. Tel 962856034
/962853510
ref tscah
.............................................
OLIVA BEECH, 2 bed.
ground floor apartment with
parking. 91,000 euors Tel
962856034
/962853510
ref tscah
..............................................
LA FONT, 3 bed apt.,
good condition with private
30m2 terrace. 79,000 €. Tel
962856034 /962853510 .........
ref tscah
..............................................
OLIVA, massive reduction,
beautifully reformed 3 bed
t/house in very good area,
lovely terrace 110,000 € Tel
962856034
/962853510.ref
tscah
...............................................

NEAR OLIVA town hall,
150m2 4bed t/house, 2 terraces, sat system, good condition.
116,000 €. Tel 962856034
/962853510 .............ref tscah
.............................................
ONTINYENT
TOWN
HOUSE, 280 m square partly
reformed, mortgage availble
to transfer 130,000 euros. Tel
618329511
..............................................
ONTINYENT . Casa Sirrah,
10,000m2 plot. Landscaped
gardens, filtered pool. On two
levels, 6 bedroom 2 Bathroom,
2 kitchens 2x lounge valued at 475,000 –asking Price
320,000€ must be seen Tel
618329511
..............................................
RAFOL DE SALEM, stunning 3bed t/house, terrace
leading from master bed, with
fabulous views of mountains.
Tel 962856034 /962853510
ref tscah
...............................................

PROPERTY
LINAGE
5 Euros a
month
XATIVA – Stone Built
Farmhouse 3 Beds 2 baths
Completely reformed. CH .
AC . All mains . ADSL. Bar .
Pool.Hot Spa. Feature gardens
289.000€ - 634153664
...............................................

RENTAL
BUSINESS XATIVA Warehouse for rent 300m2, 300 euros a month Tel 634153664
............................................
ONTINYENT Long term
rental villa. 4 bedrooms.
Swimming pool available
Long term only from September 650 euros per month Tel
618329511
..............................................
TOWN HOUSE ONTINYENT 450 Euros Per month.
230m2. Terrace. Shop Frontage on ground floor on main
highstreet. Ideal for shop office with accomodation above
Tel 618329511

ADVERTISE
YOUR
Property for Rent
or for Sale.
Advertise in print
MAX 30 WORDS
and online ON THE TRADER
WEBSITE unlimited text
and 2 photos
For just

5 Euros p/m
Min order 3 months

PROPERTY
LINAGE

Tel 618329511

5 Euros a
month

for more details
or email the Trader

€€

SELL
IT

€
€

Online Classifieds

.............................................
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Can´t find what your looking for ? See www.thetraderonline.es
When responding to an advert mention you saw it in THE TRADER please.

Call as often as you like with our Unlimited
call packages to UK & EU Landlines.
ADSL INTERNET PACKAGE
+ FREE CALLS to Landlines in Spain unlimited*..............
Plus Line Rental..............................................................

45,93€ p/month
13,97€ p/month
UNLIMITED calls to UK, USA, EU** Landlines
5.00€ optional
p/month
Total Package .............................................. 64,90€ p/month
Included as standard in this package: FIXED IP. FAX 2 EMAIL/ EMAIL 2 FAX, FREE WIFI ROUTER.

UNLIMITED Calls to UK + EU Landlines***
UNLIMITED Calls to Spanish Landlines 24.00
Call for details on our package for calls to USA

€ p/month

Line Rental..........................13,97
€ p/month

Total Package ..................... 37,97
€ p/month

•
•
•
•
•

Transfer all your services today
and benefit from

OTHER SERVICES

•
•
•
•
•

Line Installation
SMS packages
Mobile Services
Mobile calling packages
Bespoke business packages

Contact 964412563

English speaking technical department. www.authoriseddealerspain.com
Dedicated agent to each client.
Keep the same number
All your services under one bill
No more suprise bills
Services available throughout Spain and the Islands

* Unlimited calls to Landlines in Spain. * * Unlimited calls to Landlines in UK, France, Germany, Italy, Portugal, Belgium, Holand, Sweden. Denmark, Finland, Greece, Iceland, Norway,
Canada, USA only available as part of the Internet package.*** Unlimited calls to landlines in UK, France, Germany, Italy, Portugal, Belgium, Holand, Sweden.
All Prices listed do not include I.V.A

